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ACADEMICS
Department
of Art
The art department, under the direction
of Mr. Henry Her, tries to create student
awareness in the area of visual arts. Each
quarter the department presents several
art shows featuring work done by stu-
dents, faculty, and guest artists.
The department is expanding and chang-
ing to meet the needs of the students.
One change is the establishment of a
program between Georgia Southern Col-
lege and the University of Georgia in
which faculty members are interchanged.
As of now, faculty members are inter-
changed only for a few days, but next
year it may be for as long as a quarter.
Crannell, Gaye
Gernant, Dr. Freda
Johnson, Bob
Olson, Dr. Joseph
Remley, Roxie
Solomon, Bernard
Taylor, Jimmy L.
RIGHT: Henry Her — head, Department
of Art. FAR UPPER RIGHT: Dr. Jack
Broucek — head, Department of Music.
20/School of Arts & Sciences
Department
of Music
This year the music department has
appeared in almost every phase of cam-
pus life. The department is headed by Dr.
Jack Broucek, who also has the enor-
mous responsibility of coordinating all the
activities of the department. There have
been numerous operas, orchestrals,
recitals, and concerts this year, as well
as their involvement in the play "Man of
La Mancha." The music groups also per-
form at grammar and high schools,
encouraging the students to become a
part of the music program.
Adams, Dr. Sterling
Fields, Warren
Graham, Dr. John P.
Gerken, Dr. Robert
Mayer, Dr. Robert
Stidham, Thomas
Wilson, Dr. Dean
School of Arts & Sciences/ 21
The ever-progressing English, Journalism
and Philosophy department, under the
direction of Dr. Lawrence Huff, is continu-
ally refining the curriculum so that it will be
more relevant to the changing moods of
the progressive educational movement in
the world today. This coming fall, more
alternatives in the literature curriculum will
be offered in order to provide the student
with a better insight into the form and
structure of the literary minds of the times.
In so doing, it will provide the student with
a better common-knowledge background
on which to base his future endeavors.
ABOVE: Dr. Lawrence Huff — head,
Department of English, Journalism, and
Philosophy.
22/ School of Arts & Sciences
Department of English,,
Journalism, and Philosophy
I 1
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Bitter, Barbara
Brown, Paul
Cate, Dr. Hollis
Davis, Donald M.
Hicks, Gladys
Hooley, Adele
Humma, Dr. John
Little, Dr. Edward
McDuffie, Dr. Jack
Presley, Dr. Del
Richter, Dr. Fred
Ruffin, Dr. David
Russell, Dr. Fielding
Whitside, Warren
School of Arts & Sciences/ 23
Department of Speech and Drama
Hail! worthless knave, for the arts surround
you. Your thoughts are speech and your
actions are drama. This department, under
the direction of Dr. Clarence McCord, tries
to instill the concept of realism into its
future thespians and orators. Drama and
speech exist only with man and will die
with man.
Lee, Dorothy F.
Mikell, Mary H.
Quinn, Dr. Carolyn
Wilson, Maryland
24 /School of Arts & Sciences
School o f Arts & Sciences''25
Department of
Foreign Language
The Foreign Language Department,
under the leadership of Dr. Zolton Far-
kas, would like to interest students in the
foreign languages for the enjoyment of
the language, rather than for the need for
filling the core curriculum. In so doing
they will be offering three new courses
for next year: Latin, Russian, and Italian.
Along with this is offered an A.B. or B.S.
degree in any of the three main lan-
guages. An interesting asset of the
department is that they lean heavily on
individualized instruction.
Britt, Dr. Claude N.
Borowsky, Jane
Cornbleet, Edward
Dahir, Dr. Kathleen
Gonzalez, Jose
Lynch, Monika
Weatherford, Dr. H. J.
26/ School of Arts & Sciences
School of Arts A Sciences: 27
Department of
Mathematics
The math department, now located in the
new physics and math building, has
undergone considerable expansion. The
department has several new programs,
one ot which is a math tutoring session.
This program is conducted by undergrad-
uates, to help students who are having
difficulties in math. Also for next year, Dr.
Earl Lavender, head of the department, is
initiating changes in the beginning math
courses.
Burkitt, David J.
Christmas, Dr. C. L.
Clark, Dr. Frank C.
Lasseter, Sharon

Department of Biology
The biology department, under the direc-
tion of Dr. Hibbs and housed in the new
science complex, offers more students an
opportunity to directly and voluntarily
participate in biological teaching and
research. Through participation and
research seminars the students are
encouraged and the department is able
to maintain its close teacher student rela-
tionships.
LEFT: Dr. Edward T. Hibbs — head,
Department of Biology. FAR RIGHT: Dr.
Clair Colvin — head, Department of
Chemistry.
Bennett, Sara
Boole, Dr. John A.
Bozeman, Dr. John R.
Drapalik, Dr. Don
French, Dr. Frank E.
Hartberg, Dr. W. Keith
Hyde, Dr. Cornelia
Lovejoy, Dr. Bill
Maur, Dr. Kishwar
Marshall, Dr. Rosemarie
Obenchain, Dr. Frederick D.
Olewine, Dr. D. A.
Oliver, Dr. J. H
Penington, Dr. Tully S.
Pike, John
30/ School of Arts & Sciences
Department of
Chemistry
The primary function of the Chemistry
department is to teach, and Dr. Clair Col-
vin, head of the department emphasizes
this idea. The department is small, yet it
handles a large number of undergraduate
and graduate students. One of the major
attributes of the department is their
access to a 360 IBM computer which
they share jointly with the University of
Georgia. The use of this computer helps
the staff to keep their information relevant
and up to date.
Boxer, Dr. Robert
Cain, Dr. Martha
Kellogg, Dr. Craig
Maytield, Dr. Gordon
Nelson, Dr. Robert
Scnool of Arts & Sciences/ 3~\
Department
of
Physics
The Physics Department is housed in the
modern, multi-million dollar science com-
plex. With modern equipment and a
highly qualified faculty, the department
provides many advantages to students
studying in this area. The courses and
various programs provided through the
department are required parts of pro-
grams leading to degrees with majors in
many different fields.
32/ School of Arts & Sciences
Department
of
Geology
The Geology Department under the lead-
ership of Dr. Hanson is a small but active
department. It is travel and field oriented
with professors collecting specimens
each summer in various parts of the
country. For next year two new courses
are planned purely for cultural enrich-
ment with no prerequisites required.
Bishop, Dr. Gale A.
Darrell, Dr. James H.
Petkewich, Dr.
Richard
•33

Department of Home Economics
With the advent of price boycotts and
continuing inflation, Home Economists
are finding themselves at the head of a
progressive movement aimed at mak-
ing the dollar stretch to cover the basic
needs of the family. The department at
G.S.C. is not just concerned with fam-
ily affairs. Instead, it is striving to meet
the needs of the community and the
much larger society.
Ford, Bonnie
Fortson, Mary Pat
Franklin, Myrtle
Fugua, Frieda
jjjj
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Jones, Susan
Lamb, Jane
Medlen, Linda
Pace, Mary Ann
Pearce, Dr. Doris
Seymour, Frances
Smith, Sue L.
Whitener, Susie F.
Wilsford, Evelyn
ABOVE: Dr. Betty Lane — head, Depart-
ment of Home Economics.
School of Arts & Sciences/35
Division
of
Industrial
Technology
This division deals with man's effort to
convert natural resources into useful
products. Students plan, create, invent,
design, experiment, and construct with
industrial tools, materials and processes.
This year the Division of Industrial Tech-
nology has experienced the addition of
the Engineering Technology Degree Pro-
gram.
RIGHT: Dr. Donald Hackett — chairman,
Division of Industrial Technology.
36/ Division of Industrial
Technology
Andrews, Dr. Earl
Carmichael, Hayden
Darley, Hugh
Fowler, Paul
Godfrey, Edgar
Hickman, Dr. Keith
Nelson, Dr. Rex
Selvidge, Lewis
Singietary, Dr. Thomas
Vogel, Arv
Division of Industrial Technology/37
Barrow, Dr. Robert M.
Brogdon, Frederick W.
Cochran, Dr. John Perry
Ford, Charlotte A.
Department
of
History and
Geography
The History Department consists of eight-
een faculty members representing the
major fields of investigation in American
and European history. It offers honors
work for freshmen in Western Civilization,
and a program of individual study for jun-
iors and seniors. The department seeks
to impart solid training in investigative
techniques and a high levei of compe-
tency for its majors.
2*
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Good, Daniel B.
38/ School of Arts & Sciences
Griffin, Dr. David E.
Joiner, Dr. George Hewett
McAllister, Hubert E.
Moseley, Dr. Charlton
Payne, G. Frederick
Reuss, Dr. Martin A.
Rogers, Dr. George A.
Saunders, Dr. R. Frank
Shurbutt, Dr. T. R.
Smith, Dr. Julia Frances
Todd, Dr. Willie Grier
Ward, Dr. Robert D.
LEFT: Dr. James D. Jordan — head,
Department of History and Geography.
School of Arts & Sciences/39
Department
of
Political Science
and
Criminal Justice
With Dr. Justine Mann heading the
department and Mr. Richard Waugh act-
ing as director ot Criminal Justice the
department of Political Science has
grown to be one of the biggest depart-
ments here at Southern. For students
majoring in this area the department pro-
vides internship in the local government.
It also sends delegates to the mock U.N.
and the model U.S. Senate.
Archer, William
Hashmi, Dr. Zia
Pajari, Roger
Van Tassell, Dr. Lane
Waugh, Richard
40/ School of Arts & Sciences
Department
of
Psychology
In addition to the Bachelor ot Arts and
the Master of Arts degrees, the Psychol-
ogy Department now offers the Bachelor
of Science degree. The department pro-
vides a wide range of experimental activ-
ity for student involvement. These activi-
ties are extended into the laboratory for
the study of animal and human behavior.
FAR UPPER LEFT: Dr. Justine Mann —
head, Department of Political Science and
Criminal Justice. LEFT: Dr. Grover Rich-
ards — head, Department of Psychology.
Haney, Dr. Robert
Kincaid, Dr. John
Kleinginna, Dr Paul
Osgood, Shirley
Rogers, Dr. Richard
Watson, Dr. Georgia
Department
of
Sociology
and
Anthropology
This department otters minors in both
sociology and anthropology and has
recently added the Master of Arts degree
in sociology. The department provides an
area of support for such programs as
psychology, criminal justice, education
and many areas of the sciences and lib-
eral arts.
BELOW: Dr. Taylor C. Scott — head,
Department of Sociology and Anthropol-
ogy.
Black, Dr. Charlene
Branch, Dr. Roger G.
Helm, Janet
Mobley, Dr. Harris W.
Piatt, Dr. Larry A.
Pratt, George
Sawyer, Faye
School of Arts & Sciences/43
Department ofFinance and Law
The world of business is based on many
factors, all of equal stature. One area that
stands out for its practicality and impor-
tance is the Finance and Law Department.
This department, under the vigilant guid-
ance of Dr. Larry Price, is ingraining the
elements of basic finance and law into the
businessmen of the future. Without finance
and law, business would be run like an
anarchy of mindless souls searching for
evasive absolutes.
Dellenbarger, Dr. Lynn E.
Edmunds, Dr. Charles
44 / School of Business
Management
As every society needs a leader, every
capitalistic venture needs a guide to lead it
to an end product. This is the basic prem-
ise tor the existence ot management in all
levels of commercial enterprise. Under the
influence of Dr. Arthur Butler, this division
of business tries to improve the lot of the
worker and the end product of the busi-
ness.
Dosier, Lloyd
Holmes, Martha E.
Stapleton, Richard
TOP RIGHT: Dr. Arthur Butler — head,
Department of Management. FAR LEFT:
Dr. Larry Price — head, Department of
Finance and Law.
School of Businet
Departments
of
Economics,
Accounting,
Marketing
and
Office
Administration
The Departments of Economics, Accounting,
Marketing, and Office Administration are
under very capable leadership and have a
highly qualified faculty that prepares students
majoring in any of these areas. Excellent
facilities and equipment match the teaching
staff. The curriculum is updated by the addi-
tion of courses relevant to study in these
areas.
Blalock, M. G.
Deal, Dr. Emit B.
Huff, William N.
Moser, Ernest
FAR LOWER LEFT: Mr. Robert Coston —
head, Department of Economics. LEFT:
Mr. Lloyd J. Billard— head, Department of
Accounting. UPPER LEFT: Dr. W. H. Bolen
— head, Department of Marketing and
Office Administration.
School of Business/47
Department of Education
Psychology, and Guidance
In any progressive society, there is a need
for counselors with good basic concepts
and insights to guide the children of tomor-
row in the proper direction. This is the
main concern of the Department of Educa-
tion, Psychology, and Guidance, led by Dr.
Hitchcock. The department strives to meet
the needs of an educational system based
on placement and future goal orientation
of the individual of that system.
Edwards, Andrew
Hemberger, Lance
Hood, Dr. James
Mabry, Dr. Kemp
Martin, Robert
ABOVE: Dr. William Hitchcock — head,
Department of Education, Psychology, and
Guidance. TOP RIGHT: Dr. Edwin L. Wynn
— head, Department of Instruction.
48/ School ol Education
Department of
Instruction
The Department of Instruction, under the leadership of Dr. E.
Wynn, tries to provide future teachers with a good background
in lesson preparation and student orientation. This background
will enable teachers to further stimulate their students and
increase the teachers' effectiveness in dealing with their stu-
dents.
Cain, Lee C.
Carter, Barbara
Eatman, Lillian
Edmunds, Malinda
School of Education/49
Departments
of
Elementary
and
Secondary
Education
The Departments of Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion train students to work in Elementary and Secondary
schools. In their programs for staff improvement the
Department of Elementary Education has placed priority
on cooperating with off-campus centers. The department
also has modern facilities for instruction including labora-
tory experiences with children in the Marvin Pittman
School and the Family Life Center.
RIGHT: Dr. Walter B. Mathews — head, Department ot Elementary
Education. FAR LOWER RIGHT: Dr. John A. Hulsey — head, Depart-
ment of Secondary Education.
Christmas, Dr. Alice A.
Hardin, Dr. Elizabeth H.
Rewis, Dr. Jacquelyn S.
Van Deusen, Dr. John P.
50 /School of Education
School of Education/ 51
Departments
of
Professional
Laboratory
Experiences
and
School Service
Personnel
The Departments ot Protessional Laboratory Experi-
ences and Student Personnel Services have a quali-
fied faculty that devote their total energies to provid-
ing prospective teachers with the study, guidance
and experience needed for their tasks. The Depart-
ment of Professional Laboratory Experiences allows
the opportunity for students to serve an internship in
teaching in the area of their major.
RIGHT: Dr. J. Donald Hawk— head, Department of Professional
Laboratory Experiences. FAR LOWER RIGHT: Dr. Howard F.
Moseley— head, Department of School Service Personnel.
52 /School of Education

A sound mind in a sound body is the ulti-
mate goal of the physical education
majors, and carries over into the fields of
health and recreation. For one facility is
not able to exist without the other. Stu-
dents majoring in these fields of basic
humanities will find the innovations of
department head Dr. Douglas Leavitt more
than adequate in their endeavor toward
the perfect balance of mind and body.
ABOVE: Dr. Douglas Leavitt — head,
Department of Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation.
54/ School of Education
Departmen t of Health,
Physical Education, Recreation
School of Education/55
a
CO
Schools
and Divisions
ABOVE: Dr. Richard Harwell, Library Head. CEN-
TER: Dr. Jack N. Averitt, Graduate School. BOT-
TOM LEFT: Dr. Paul La Grone, School of Busi-
ness.
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Pope A. Duncan
President, Georgia Southern
iii'.i >noi a Sc
My dear fellow students:
Another year has passed. As I sit here reflecting, it seems
to me that it has been a good year. To you it has been a very
special year. Whether you fully realize it now or not, every
college year of your life is a very special year. Life never
deals you the same hand twice. I hope that you have taken full
advantage of the opportunities which have been yours in 1972-73.
My college yearbooks have come to mean more to me with each
passing year as I look back on them and reflect on the people and
experiences of those very special years in my life. I hope and
believe this will be the same with you.
Please know that your alma mater remains interested in you
whatever you may do and wherever in the world you may go!
Lloyd L. Joyner
Registrar
61

The Office of College Relations programs" the
creative process by which the college is reflected
onto the many publics available to her. Publics
which include alumni, friends, students, faculty,
townsmen, and staff
The office approaches its creative work through
three mainstreams: words, pictures, and motion
created by the Office of Alumni Relations; the
Office of Resource Development; and the
Department of Public Relations.
Students as well as staff form the intricate combi-
nation of talent and force that meet each day in
the two-floor suite of the development offices
where the reflection is designed and produced.
This creativity, this energy, provide annually pic-
tures (6,000); words (millions); stories (thou-
sands); phone calls (hundreds); with one single
character displayed in each: Georgia Southern
College. Added to this is the staff's solicitation of
alumni support, the empathy of which provides
interest for such projects as student recruitment,
fund raising, and chapter development.
Development has one purpose: To speak clearly
to those who will listen about the life, the dignity,
the style of Georgia Southern College.
As of July 1 , 1 973 the office of College Relations
was renamed to be the Division of Institutional
Development.
FAR UPPER LEFT: Richard J Mandes.
Director of College Relations. FAR LOWER
LEFT: William W. Franklin, Director of Fund
Raising. UPPER CENTER: Claude Felton,
News Editor LOWER CENTER: David
Lewis, Director of Photography. LEFT:
Gene Crawford, Director of Alumni Affairs.
BELOW: Gordon C Turner, Publications
Editor.

Student Personnel
TOP LEFT: Mr. Allen Simmons — director
of Financial Aid and Placement. BOTTOM
LEFT: Mrs. Louise Screws — Coordinator
of Housing TOP CENTER: Dr F. Nolen —
director of Student Activities. BOTTOM
CENTER Dr Macelyn Anders — director
of Health Services TOP RIGHT Mr James
Shelton Evans — director of Judicial
Affairs BOTTOM RIGHT: Mr. Ford Bailey
— director of Counseling Center.
65
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STUDENT LIFE
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Georgia Southern College
Statesboro, Georgia 30458
STUDENT IDENTIFICATION AND ADMISSION TO
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Registration:
the Card Game
Another year, another quarter, another
hassle with registration. Students strug-
gled with cards, forms, lines, and checks,
midst anguished cries of "Hasn't any-
body heard ot pre-registration?"
They were then rudely thrust before the
lens of a camera for their ID shot. The
moment was captured, encased in dura-
ble polyethylene plastic ... a lasting
reminder of that memorable day.
Then it was over.
Free at last.
Or were you
The Bookstore
Then the college demanded yet another
sacrifice. Fresh from registration, you had
the dubious privilege of choosing
between the two warring bookstores.
There you likely spent not only an aftern-
non but also a small fortune.
Awaiting you there was a line. Unlike the
ordinary, run-of-the-mill, registration line,
in which you and your fellow sufferers
frantically clutched course cards, in this
line you were laden with books, note-
books and Bic pens which invariably fell
to the floor, there to be crushed under-
foot.
70
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. . . pound went the piledriver as con-
struction crews made quite certain that
the new library will be one building that
does not sink into the lake.
Students trudging through the muck and
mud endured the noisy banging and
became adept at dodging speeding
earthmovers.
A huge crane, "symbol of progress,"
seemed to become a permanent addition
to the GSC skyline.
73
Ten-Minute Dash
It has been truthfully said "college would
be fun if you didn't have to go to
classes." Since classes seemed to be an
unavoidable fact of life, GSC students,
armed with umbrellas and laden with
books, attempted the ten-minute dash/
slosh (depending upon the weather)
between such widely separated points as
Hanner and Newton.
75
Changes in
Cafeteria
and Cuisine
Changes ... the cash registers were
moved for a new ticket punch location
... no more moochers . . . chicken?
choice of white or dark. The biggest
change of all came February 20, 1973.
"STEAK!" was the cry heard from the
first mob to descend upon the cafeteria.
Much to the surprise of the students, not
only did the cafeteria out-do themselves
on the meal, but the personnel had even
put out tablecloths!
76
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Kids for the Night
The first event to break the monotony of fall
quarter occurred when the Ogeechee Fair
rolled into town.
Georgia Southern sat up, blinked its glassy
eyes, and discovered an exciting and color-
ful event taking place just a few minutes
away from the campus.
Gone were the masks of sophistication. All
were kids for the night. GSC students glee-
fully took to whirling, spinning, bumping on
the rides . . . and gorging themselves on
foods — non-cafeteria variety.


'Tis the Season
Christmas at GSC is many things . . i
time to stop and think of those you lov,
a time to renew old traditions and beg
:
new ones.
This Christmas was marked by the add
tion of a small Christmas tree in the \M
— complete with lights. Though the tree
was very beautiful, the outraged duck:
would have nothing to do with it, am
swam haughtily in a far corner of m
lake.
The Yuletide spirit was rampant at Gfji
as decorations and parties abounded
One would hardly have known that final
were upon us.

Homecoming '73
Homecoming, that annual blowout of
which Statesboro residents live in mortal
dread, arrived at GSC on January 27 with
all the customary fanfare. It was billed as
the most ambitious celebration to date,
and in most respects succeeded in being
so.
The bands Friday night, Badfinger, Bloo-
drock, and the Amazing Blondells, were
superb in their performances in the leg-
endary "Hanner Hothouse" which was
packed to its sweltering rafters.
The fireworks at the lake which followed
the concert were suitably spectacular,
frightening the ducks for yet another year.

. A Long Way,
Baby
Homecoming festivities resumed on Satur-
day with a picnic at the lake and a clown
contest in Sweetheart Circle. Soon the
streets of Statesboro were lined with
"happy" people as the parade made its
way through town. "You've Come A Long
Way, Baby" was the homecoming theme,
which was well carried-out by the many
floats and bathtubs.
Playing inspired basketball, the Eagles
blasted the Samford Bulldogs Saturday
night, 102-93. Halftime activities included
the crowning of Miss Kay Childs as home-
coming queen. After the game, students
danced to the music of Ripple.
The Campus Life Enrichment Committee
presented Shelley Berman in the Broad-
way musical, "Two by Two" on the final
day of the homecoming weekend. The riot-
ous musical rendition of Noah's voyage on
the ark was greeted with storms of laugh-
ter and provided a happy end to an enjoy-
able weekend.
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Rosemary Wells
Miss GSC
The twenty-sixth annual Miss Georgia
Southern College Pageant was held Feb-
ruary 17, 1973, in the Hanner gym. Stu-
dents gathered to watch twenty of GSC's
best vie for the crown. When the points
were totaled at the end of an evening of
entertainment, Miss Rosemary Wells was
crowned Miss Georgia Southern by Gail
Peters, Miss GSC of 1972.
First and second runners-up in the contest
were Misses Carol Chappel and Beth Bor-
ing, respectively. Miss Libby Hodges was
voted by the contestants as Miss Congen-
iality. Special guests were Nancy Carr Bur-
tin, Miss Georgia, 1970 and Lisa Lawalin,
Miss Georgia, 1 972.
99
Fall Concert
The 1972-1973 year showed that in the
realm of concerts, GSC students had
become harder to please than ever
before. The small crowds, small facilities
and small funds — along with constantly
cancelling groups — made the College
Union Board's job a difficult one.
CUB's efforts fall quarter resulted in the
presentation of: Hour Sin, The Hollies,
Danny O'Keefe, and the Stomping Suede
Greasers.
101
Winter Concerts
Homecoming activities set the date for
the major winter quarter concert. Bloo-
drock, Badfinger, and The Amazing Blon-
dells entertained a large audience to kick
off the homecoming festivities. Stone-
henge and Radar appeared for a mid-
quarter concert. Later in the quarter,
CUB successfully featured The Cornelius
Brothers and Sister Rose along with Betty
Wright.

Spring Concerts
The Inter-Fraternity Council joined with
CUB to present Trapeze and White Witch
in concert as a part ot Greek Week. Only a
few weeks later, Southern was host to a
complete contrast in music as the Earl
Scruggs Review was featured in concert.
To complete the quarter's diversity in
musical entertainment, Hydra and Caliban
were presented in the final concert of
spring quarter.

Lecturers
Through the efforts of various campus
organizations, the college community had
the opportunity to hear many distinguished
and prominent speakers. They helped pro-
vide a contemporary perspective in their
respective fields.
These speakers included: Margaret Mead,
Erskine Caldwell, Ellis McDougald, Lerone
Bennett, Mrs. Fred Harris, Mr. Delancy,
Mr. George Thompson, Dr. I. William Zart-
man, Dr. Otis Stevens, Dr. Roland Barton,
and Dr. Dewey Grantham.
107
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Good "Free"
Movies
Cost Fifty Cents
CUB presented a wide variety of films with
everything from "adult flicks" to "2001 : A
Space Odyssey" for the students' week-
end entertainment. Most movies were free
to all students, but with a fifty-cent admis-
sion charge, CUB was able to present
recent award-winning motion pictures
such as "MASH," which drew large
crowds when it was shown spring quarter.
M I A °^o.
Missing or Captured KNOWS
LincRA
PLEASE KEEP
THIS DOOR CLOSED
-S-309
PLEASE USE
OTHER DOOR
Signs, Signs
Everywhere
Signs
Since time immemorial, college students
have been great proliferators of signs and
grafitti. In 1973, students at Georgia
Southern continued the tine old art of "let-
tering" the landscape with signs of all
sorts. Although some of the most famous
examples were regrettably unprintable, the
ones seen here are a typical cross-section
of student humor, salesmanship, and
social commentary.
Dope Smokers
OF
AMERICA
;
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Coffee, Tea, or Gritz
Fall 1972 marked the debut ot Mississippi
John's Coffeehouse. The College Union
Board met with success as it packed the
basement ot Williams Center to its multi-
colored rafters with such groups as Gritz,
Buddy Moss, and Hampton Grease Band.
CUB PRODUCTIONS
[
i BUDDY MOSS
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Living in a dorm is sharing one's time
and interests with others. It's being alone,
yet with many.
It's doing laundry with a friend, playing
cards until 2 a.m., studying until 4 a.m.,
watching television, and getting a call
from that guy in history class just as the
switchboard closes.
119
. . .and for the
Guys
Ditto. . .
. . . chess until early morning . . . bull
sessions . . . learning to repair clothes for
yourself . . . watching TV until it went off
the air. In a men's dorm there seemed to
be time for everything— except studying.
120
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Bedpans, Shots,
and
Cold Stethoscopes
The renowned "Health Shack" entered its
final years of service to Southern's stu-
dents as the building of a new infirmary
was approved by the Board of Regents.
The services provided by the Health Cot-
tage were dramatically expanded this year
by the addition of a full-time physician. It
was comforting to every student to know
that the hours in which he could fall sick
and receive a doctor's care had been
greatly increased.
<


Campus Creatures
On any college campus there are a num-
ber of odd creatures wandering about.
Georgia Southern's campus is no excep-
tion. Pictured here are some of the crea-
tures our photographer literally risked his
neck to photograph (see far lower left).
These creatures range from Ticketus
giveus (Campus Security) to Ouackus
loudus (the resident ducks). The crea-
tures are, for the most part, harmless: the
vampire is a peaceful soul which only fre-
quents Southern at Halloween; the ducks
are no problem if one watches his step.
However, most students agree that by far
the most feared of all these creatures
(critters, varmints — depending on where
you were raised) is Ticketus giveus.
Together. . .
"Come Together," a three-day confer-
ence sponsored by the Religious Activities
Committee hit the GSC campus in mid-
May. Featured speaker was Scott Ross,
nationally known Christian radio
announcer and appearing with him was
recording artist Danny Taylor. Christians
of all denominations met for services and
rap sessions and participated in a well-
attended Jesus Folk Concert held on the
baseball field.

Hangouts
and Hangovers
If you never heard of the Flame or the
lighted dance floor at the Ball ... if you
never ate pizza at Little John's or got
looped at the K.O.G. . . . if you never
fed a greedy pinball machine ten dollars
in one night or cut classes to play cards
in Williams Center, then you never went
to school at Georgia Southern.


What did the students at GSC do when the
weather got warm? Everything under the
sun: attended games of Southern's most
exciting baseball season . . . spring
cleaning . . . sunbathing . . . maybe even
a little studying.
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/
Return of the Skin
Spring saw more skin than ever on the
GSC campus. The return of bare feet, san-
dals, cutoffs . . . and especially midriff
tops, bathing suits, and skimpier halters on
the girls made concentration as finals
approached even worse for the guys.
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Masquer's Production*
The Masquers presented four plays during
1972-73. The plays were enthusiastically
received by the college students and com-
munity, for the Masquers performed plays
of diversity which had an appeal to all
viewers. In Fall Quarter they staged "Lion
in Winter," a historical fiction play, and in
Winter Quarter the Masquers performed a
mus'cai, "Man of LaMancha. " Two plays
were presented in Spring Quarter, "Toad
of Toad Hall," a child's fantasy, and "You
Can't Take !! With You," a comedy. The
Masquers provided Georgia Southern with
these four excellent plays through the
cooperation and hard work of many stu-
dents and faculty.

FAR LEFT: Jim Goode, Julie Wilde, Buddy
Jordan, Cindy Boyd, Margaret Richardson,
Bandit, Mary Hulihan, Lee Bowman, Al
Jones, Gail Muntz, Pam Parker, Paula
Crosby, Mary Vaughn, Karin Barilley, Becki
Bailey, Red Southworth, Trennice Mollis,
Alan Thorton, Murphy, Gary Simpson, Carl
Dukes, Vivian Whatley, Tommy Tuten,
Charlie Strickland, Sarah Harrison, Tony
Nottoli, Sammy Austin, Rachel Rhodes,
Donna Sturdivant, H. Allen, M. Michael,
Ellen Gross, and Advisors: Dick Johnson,
and Bob West.
Greek Week
142
For many days, the fraternities and sorori-
ties planned and discussed their most
important week of Spring Quarter, Greek
Week. As it approached everyone became
excited with the thoughts of entering vari-
ous contests, and perhaps winning that
big trophy for their organization. It was to
be a busy week with many class absentees
and happy hours. This was to be their
week, GREEK WEEK 1973!
.tilt
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After the traditional Greek games IX e
ZTA were victorious in their quests for h
coveted trophies. The week had taken
toll: sore muscles, blistered hands, han
overs, and forgotten class assignmer 1
But to the Greek, it was worth that mi |
and more.
155
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Fall Rush . . .
They arrived anxious to be exposed to
those fabled Greek societies which long
they had dreamed of being a part. All the
girls participated in a week of hectic, but
memorable experiences. There were
meetings, rap sessions, pool splashes and
patio parties. As the week neared the end,
the girls were confronted with difficult
decisions and anxious hours; however, for
the lucky ones, wishes were fulfilled as
they shared happiness in their first taste of
sisterhood.
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A Week of Decisions, Dreams and
Sometimes Disappointments
Inter-Fraternity Council
ABOVE: Mike Dillen, Terry Turner, Brad
Wilson, John Harris, Phi Williams,
Jimmy Talkington, Pat Clark, Jim Dea-
vors, David Ashton, Lloyd Dozier, Rick
Mandis, Shelton Evans, and Fred Obe-
chean.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Ding Slade, Gayla
Bennett, Debbie Norris, Candy Hughes,
Chris Smith, Nancy Hansen, Gayle
Cowart. NOT PICTURED: Theresa Wal-
ters, Susan Warren, Susan Weehunt,
Pam Ramsey, and Merry Brown.
Junior
Panhellenic
Council
1 f>0
Panhellenic
Council
Mary Crago, Melody Jackson, Joni Banks,
Pasty Bobo, Susie Van Fleit, Beth
McCauley, Cindy Peterson, Barbara Cox-
swell, Delia Roberts, Pam Grainger, Caro-
lyn Morris, Neva Cadenhead and Brenda
Beatenbough.
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BELOW, 1st Row: Gerald Barnes, Mel Bax-
ter, Pat Grant, Dave Griffin, Phil Williams,
Reggie Veteto, Dave Lewis, Ronnie Perry,
Glenn Brooker, Jose Arismendis, Doug
Evans, George Davis, Jack Sexton, and Ed
McKenzie. 2nd Row: Mike Hawkins, Ken
Sutton, Bill Charles, Robbie Service,
Mancy Parham, John Pittard, Nelie
Englesby, Dwight Duke, Craig Langford,
Carl Hickson, Patti Jerdon, Joyce Fletcher,
Sally Boyd, Gail Peters, Tim Butzon, Clay
Jordon, Leonard Littlejohn, Bill Crook,
Dennis Grant, Burt James, and Willie
Swords. 3rd Row: Smoky Milloway, Bob
Fowle, Tommy Godby, Steve McDonald,
Jimmy Childre, Wiley Horton, John Smith,
Welsh Goggins, Dave Caswell, Jerry Brant-
ley, Les Clayton, and Bud Garner. NOT
PICTURED: Vickie Bennett, Gary Bloter,
Lloyd Dosier, Billy Farrell, Jody Fincher,
Karen Knight, Smith Mayo, John Nersag-
gie, Jeana Nowell, Marshall Payne, Pam
Versaggie, Tim Wallace, Michael Ward,
and Roy Ward.
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Roof: Stanley Tislings, Reed Hamilton,
Tommy Stephens, Bob Merriett, and Mike
Sholey. 2nd Row: Russ Chaliey, Crame
Haly, Darrell Bragg, Paul Mathis, Randy
Hughes, Ricky McBride, Chuck Gebson,
Gordon Turner — advisor, Larry Snipes,
Dennis Ingley, Steve Earles, and David
Rogrie. Sfeps: Jack Sweeney, John Farly,
Steve Chaney, Bobby Hefner, Buster Lapp.
1st Row: Bill Tribble, Billy Ashley, Andy
Carlyle, Joe Wengrow, Phil Larson, and B.
8. Thompson. NOT PICTURED: Wayne
Edwards, Al Newton, and Mike Orr.
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1st Row: Steve Benton, Tom Smith, Jim
Womack, Gary Johnson, Brad Welling,
Gleen Robinson, Gaines Butler, Dan
McLarty. 2nd Row: Susan Jones, Linda
Skolfield, Susan Willis, Cindy Cook, Ste-
phanie Speirs, Katrina Robinson, Linda
Burkett, Jo Ann Ray, Sharon Hambright,
Janet Montalto. 3rd Row: Jeff Hall, Randy
McKee, Bob Tomlinson, Earl Butler, Ralph
Oakes, Dave Baker, Pierce Bedingfield.
4th Row: Dave Groff, Bill Elder, Jerry
Sharber, Greg Priest, Freddie Mock, Bob
Sammons, Dave Christie, Mark Forward.
Not Shown: Alex Hooks, Sandy Miller,
William Clay, Ray Channell, Holly For-
ward, Gary Creech, Larry Wiggins, Carter
Williams, Bill Morris, Lanny Bittinger,
Brenda Smith, Debbie Culerhouse, Mike
Thompson.
E 'Or't A L0H5 WAY BABY
As the Year's Major Service
Project ZQE Collected $900
for the Heart Fund
""""Whi
GROUP SHOT — 1st Row: Tony Barn-
hart, Tom McMillen, Wade Barr, Chris
Evans, Greg Smith, Carl Brantly, Ed Wolf,
Steve O'Rear, Vickie Sanders, Nina Bur-
ton, Heidi Poston, Rick Clark. 2nd Row:
Bill Baron, Joan Lumpkin, Gary Bruer,
Jimmy Rourk, SaraLynn Maison, Henry
McFarland, Chuck Herring, Lee Brantley,
Steve Nadel, Paul Heron, Cliff Murphy,
Melody Jackson, DeeDee Bell, Rick Barr,
Tina Schmell, Wayne Kirby, Linda
Dempsy, Janice Telega, Miriam Pearson,
Buster Hargrove, Gayle Wilson, Lamar
Hope, Tommy Garner, Leon Marrow,
Dennis Ray, Sam Shifflet, Gary Harvey.
3rd Row (On Roof): Tim Balkom, Randy
Williams, Terry Jones, James Herndon,
Joe Petty, Tom Giddings, David Flowers,
Tom Lightfoot, Bo Thomas, Andy Thomp-
son, Billy Hendrix, Teddy Telega, Robert
Johnson, Josh Faircloth. Not Shown:
Fred Pierson, Mitchell Bohannon, Phil
Hanniatt, Hugo Lyons, Chuck Ryan, Mike
Dillan, Kent Davis, Gary Streant, Robert
Haggara, Mary Petrovich, Debby Hern-
don, Connie Folds, Kay Davis, Susan
Thigpen, Cornelli Dillan.
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IATA — One of the Few
Fraternities With a
"House of Their Own"
KZ, Fraternity Flag Football
Basketball and Softball Champs,
Continued Their Sports Tradition
GROUP SHOT — 1st Row: Becky John-
son, Missy Faux, Kay Childs, Jan Nichols,
Tiffany Culbreth, Wanda Guy, Dottie
Johnson. 2nd Row: Sally Edwards, Shay
Stewart, Lynn Newton, Terri Cason, Kay
Bagley, Robin Tedder, Jane Frost, Joy
Levengood. 3rd Row: Terry Tyler, David
Bush, Randy Presnell, Rnett Mouchet,
Gary Horn, Bob Injaychock. 4th Row: Bill
Nutgrass, Allen Nobles, Al Deal, Tim
Griar, John Harris, Allyn Robb, Ronnie
Cobb, Jackie Hartley, M. H. Allen, Fred
Kennedy, Lee Murray. 5th Row: Rick
Tomlinson, David Inman, Eddie Lynch,
Richard Cherry, Chip Thompson, Henry
Whitfield, Fondren Rigsby, Mike Larson.
6th Row: Randy Farley, Gary Smith,
Tommy Bond, Joe Bittick, Randy
Thomas, David Hinson, Tommy Allison,
Chuck Hudson, Carter Edwards, Bob
Faith, Richard Bush, Gator Ethridge, Bill
Batstini, Shar. Paris. 7th Row: Jerry
Weeks, Johnny Tippins, Ken Mathews,
Fred Blackmon, Mike Lee, Larry Home,
Chris Petrich, Greg Hawver, Rick Arm-
strong, Elliot Marsh, Chuck Lambert. Not
Shown: Ann Williamson, Mark Balou,
Chuck Bowry, Chip Howard, David Vin-
ing, John Hoyt, Jan Grienwood, Steve
Bostock, Bili Monroe, Keith Childers,
Mark Matthews, James Shealy, David Hol-
ley, Alan Smith, Lee Walters, Gerry Dcx-
ier, Jack Roach. Rick Thomlinson, Jimmy
Thomas, Randy Morton, Dr. Edmonds,
Bill Thomas, Dan Coxwell, Joe Mercer,
David Carper, Robert Bostock, Bob Wil-
son, Rick Beene, Gene Whitaker.
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ABOVE: Kneeling: Bill Siegrist, Bill Grove,
Lissie Fogarty, Rick Walder, "Flash,"
Tony Jeselnik, Jimmy Moore, Phil Crum-
ley, Terry Sapp, Worth Andrews, Lee
Davis. Standing: Roy Sapough, Jerome
Botler, Cindy Hockenberry, Jimmy Talk-
ington, Tom Stewart, Janis Paulk, Bill
Doxier, Jenifer Fowler, Brad Wilson, Jeni-
fer Monk (Sweetheart), John Bush, Kay
Attaway, Bill Hasson, Debra Booth, Chris
Collins, Susan Fink, Mike Cantreil, Par
Rising, Kay Wood, Russ Pinnell, Ronnie
Ergle, Michele Somner, Rick Axt. Not
Shown: Jim Herschell, Ed Elmore, Marion
Williams, Glen Roberson, Dudley Senger.
Jor; Love, Robbie Gates, Mike Carpenter,
Harley Grove.
17

For a Special
Project IX
Sponsored
"Little
Brother Ricky"
GROUP SHOT — 1st Row: Benson
Baker, Steve Smith, Ricky Godowns,
Wayne DeLoach, Lee Clark. 2nd Row:
Jim Deavours, Eddie Pollard, Victor Lee,
Barry Lanier, Tommy Connally. 3rd Row:
Bob Hook, Danny Hamilton, Mike Raynor,
Tommy Childs, Jim Coleman. 4th Row:
Danny Johnston, Ken O'Steen, Carey
Rountree, George Fischer, Fred Blitch.
5th Row: Mike Smith, Danny Daniels,
Eddie Smart, James Conaly, Sims Lanier.
6th Row: Van Jackson, Rick Echols, Jan
Burns, Greig Lund, Pratt Hill, Alfred
Schneebli, Don Comer, Ken Brown, Larry
Stocker, Randy Taylor, George Samples,
Gary Nesbit, Mac Weitman, Jody Stubbs,
D. W. Knight, Harold Boling, Rusty Van-
Deusen, Lee Hopper, Craig Lund.
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Kappa Alpha Hosts
Christmas Party
forNeedy Children
ii
BELOW: John Donaldson, Pam Granger,
Claude Dryden, Tim Taylor, Joe Wade,
Steve Short, Larry Shaw, Lillian Pope,
Jerry Hendrix, Tim Parker, Mike Trexter,
Comer Train, Deborah Elrod, Brodus Mar-
shall, Bryan Vance, Alan Colley, Susan
Purvis, Flora Danials, Ed Kabin, Tim Oliver,
Greg McCurley, Dorothy Adams, David
Bryan, Bill Martin, Al Hammock, Linda
Strickland, Johnny Barnes, David Trawick,
and Buddy Cooper. NOT PICTURED: Alex
Bidez, Billy Britt, John Cox, Jimmy Floyd,
Betty Gladen, Rusty Henderson, Dart
Hobbs, Danny Jones, Jean Anne Jones,
Mac McKinley, John Muldrow, Cam Patter-
son, Robert Quick, George Waters, Joette
Williams, and Charles Wyatt.

FAR LEFT, 1st Row: Charlie Myers, Doug
Van Orsdale, James Johnson, Buddy
Banks, Brent Stein, Craig Diamon, and
Bruce Hall — Commander. 2nd Row:
Danny Murray, Chuck Home, Rick Ander-
son, Bill Nelson, Wayne Hambr, Bear
Bryant, Larry Brady, Paul Leaky, Ed Brax-
ton, Don Turner, Artie Fountain, Buddy
Dennings, David Bridges, I. L. Balcom, and
John Cynkar.
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0A0
Hosts Christmas Party
for Underprivileged
Children
FAR LEFT: Ron Pi, Julian Patford, Scott
Stoddard, Ray Turner, Billy Jones,
Thomas Renfrow, Binky Wingard,
Teddy Dubose, Roy Ammann, Howard
Silverstein, Steve Gill, Neil Dennis, Drew
Fuimano, Leonard Sweat, Wade Car-
ruth, Hub Powell, Richard Rouse,
Rolando DeArmas, Dr. Obenchain,
Lewis Sellers, Mike Barfield, Russ Dun-
can, David Orr, Carey Mikell, Danny
Warbutton, Terry Turner, Bill Pelfrey,
Billy Slocum, and Krista Wren.
BELOW: Brenda Percel, Ginger Lingel,
Sissy Jones, Mike O'Hara, Nancy Stew-
art, Anne Smith, Emma Sanders, Hud-
son Powell, David Howard, Bunner
Smith, Tim Ragusa, Chris Jernigan,
Gates Peed, Danny Williams, Jack
Omaley, Robert Ladson, David Prosser,
and Bruce Oliff
.
ABOVE, First Row: Rita Shook, Connie
Phillips, Cindy Hockenberry, and Mary Sue
Kennington. Second Row: Ellen Jackson,
Debbie Rosier, Candy Jones, Cindy Leach,
Margaret Thomas, Merle Sparkman, Tricia
Durr, Linda Summers, Dottie Johnson,
Candy Hughes, Debbie Hutchins, Ginny
McJunkin, Gwyn Durr, Janie Herring, Dana
Walker, and Linda Rosier.
RIGHT, First Row: Joni Banks, Kathy Fos-
ter, Nina Burton, Janelle Wilson, Kathy
Pate, Suzanne Fletcher, Becky Johnson,
Marty Nipper, Nancy Hanson, Vicki San-
ders, Tina Schmehl, Dee Dee Bell, Pat
Blackburn, and Janette Johnson. Second
Row: Shadie Howard, Melody Jackson,
Sharon Plunkett, Diane Copper, Ann
Brickie, Joette Gray, Carla Evans, and
Joan Gory. Third Row: Karen Ruark, Jan-
nelle Riggs, Debbie Millican, and Leslie
BurrellSahl.
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AIA
Wins Basketball
Spirit Award
BELOW, 1st Row: Tina Adamcak, Babe Crock-
ford, Sylvia Smith, Lois Elijah, Debbie Newsome,
and Neva Cadenhead. 2nd Row: Karen Barker,
Jeanene Byrd, Susan Schwabe, Sandy Elms,
Carolyn Morris, Suzanne Payne, Vickie Connell,
and Susan Erb. 3rd Row: Rhonda Oliver, Millie
Reeves, Kathy Coppage, Cathi Huff, Carole
Lynn, and Donna Hilton. 4th Row: Beri Finn, Jan-
ice Riddle, Becky Hutchins, Theresa Walters,
Debbie Lester, Frances Greene, and Sheri Olson.
NOT PICTURED: Sheila Beal, Monica Burke,
Gayle Cowart, Jan Harp, Nan Heule, Marilyn
Jackson, Debra Kennedy, Ann Marshall, Candi
Robison, and Susan White.
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GROUP SHOT — 1st Row: Beverly Scott,
Samie Evans, Peggy Crane, Sally Stone,
Helen Hirvela, Cathy Coogle, Karen
Gravely, Carol Chappell. 2nd Row: Tricia
Phillips, Cathy Moore, Mary Petrevitch,
Cindy Peterson, Laurie Geilen, Linda Hitz,
Kathy Pollock, Nancy McNeeley, Kay
Smith, Susan Warren, Deborah Foles,
Debbie Walker, Marilyn Zachery, Cindy
Haisten, Donna Edmundson, Nancy
Langmuik, Joan Lumpkin, Melody Hamby,
Rose Ann Rhodes, Debbie Woeltjen, Judy
Luton, Patti Jordan, Denise Smith, Jenny
Rice, Sherry Goknto. 3rd Row: Val Peter-
son, Terry Tyler, Robert Ladsen, Rusty
VanDeusen, Nelson Lightsey, Roy Ward,
Patsy Leetun, Nancy Schoonover, Martha
Brown, Denise McCrary, Janet Barber,
Vicki Bennett, Sheila McDaniel, Chris
Smith, Beth McCauley, Lynnell Wright,
Janet Davis, Carol Davis, Connie Nelson,
Holly Hamby, Deede Fussell, Shay Stew-
art, Lydia Barnes, Anne Norman, Susan
Cox, Cindy Cook.
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KA Receives Award for Philanthropy
1
jyTO
7sf flow: Penny Knight, Cathy Clark, Betty
Still, Kay Bagley, Debbie DeMarco, Jamie
Dismuke, Debbie Norris, Gail Scott, Diane
Courtenay, Pam Bluestein, Debbie
Thomas, Kathy Butler. 2nd Row: Nancy
Parham, Wayne Deloach, Deborah Hagin,
Jan Jackson, Beth Broadhurst, Johnny
Tippins, Jill Vandresser, Darby Adams,
Mary Young, Tiffany Gulbreth, Victor Lee,
and Pam Granger. 3rd Row: Mel Baxter,
Paula Giddish, Janet Haynes, Ginny Red-
dick, Joanna Archer, Jane Frost, Karen
Knight, Judy Davis, Fran McMillan, Debbie
Lynn Norris, Betty Gladden, Susie VanFleit,
Ruth Peck, Bonnie Cole, Julie Wasser,
Ebie Page, Steve MacDonaid, Gina Nowell,
Terry Turner, and Val Gutierrez. NOT PIC-
TURED: Rosemary Wells, Beverly Wilson,
Nancy Curlee, Pam Thomas, Susan Stro-
berg, Laura Parker, Margaret Cravey,
Wanda Guy, Susan Wehunt, Joyce
Fletcher, Mary Ann Ness, Jennifer Fowler,
Tricia Lowery, Ann Warnock, Dottie Eber-
hart,. Jeanne Anne Jones, Debbie Young,
Delia Roberts, Kay Sutties, Nan Penning-
ton, Bill Thomas, Ellis Benson, Jim Morri-
son, Tim Taylor, Lamar Deloach, Russ
Duncan, and Larry Brady.

ABOVE: Kay Hibble, Barbara Coxwell,
Kathie Morris, Jan Jarrell, Besty Hartsfield,
Jamie Philpott, Kay Childs, Letsa Doster,
Marilyn Johnson, Jan Kimbell, Candy Hin-
son, Julie Lindsey, Susan Garner, Penny
Meadows, Ann Smith, Margaret Mann,
Leslie Ramsey, Laura Canavesi, Mary
Crago, Sara Crowder, Marty Freidman,
Linda Leavengood, Ginger Wiggins, Nelie
Inglesby, Beth Sutton, Gail Haygood,
Kathie Lovett, Sally Perry, Emma Sanders,
Ronda Monroe, Beth Boring, Gail Peters,
Beth Tucker, Glenda Brown, and Flora
Daniel.
Participates in Easter
teals and Cancer Drive.
19!
1 st Row: Suzanne Williams, Kay Drake,
Mary Griffiths, Brenda Pureed, Dianne Hod-
man, Gayla Bennett, and Beth Singletary.
2nd Row: Leslie Pearson, Wand Barry,
Sana Ruth Pike, Nancy Neal, Betty
McNulty, Debbie Fineup, Pam Stewart, and
Kathy Horton. 3rd Row: Peggy Adams, Jan
Busbee, Babby Frost, Beth Klepp, Georgia
Ormond, Sally Hall, Pat Sewall, Sally
Waters, and Wanda Fordham. Seated:
Carla Schloshburg, Lokey Lytjen, Carol
Henderson, and Lisa Cook. Standing: Ding
Slade, Joy Leavengood, Paulette Brown,
Sally Boyd, Dana Shaw, Holly McCurry,
Susan Bateman, Cissy Jones, Brenda
Beatenbough, Janice Dumeis, Deborah
Brannen, Connie Coley, Patti Lewis, Karen
Vitkus, Lynn Slade, Marcia Kaney, Susan
Bennett, Robin Tedder, Marilyn Greene,
Patsy Bobo and Peggy Evans. NOT PIC-
TURED: Sharon McGahee, and Sue Por-
baugh.

Debate Team
194
Association for Childhood Education International
yhi Alpha Theta
195
Society of
Manufactoring
Engineers
BELOW, 1st Row: David Groff, Mark Hov -
ard, Darrell West, Rick Stathis, Mike Wan
,
Dave Firnsak, Med Kelley, Wayr =
Edwards, and Chris Evans. 2nd Row: Jac<
Darden, Tim Clark, Skip Ledbetter, Joe Li
ingstone, Dr. Donald F. Hackett, Mr. Pan
D. Fowler, Faculty Advisor; Alex Hook
Lee Taylor, Wayne Lynn, Jim Herndo
Mark Justen, and Joe Fox.
Student
Home
Economics
Association
1st Row: Kathy Coppage, Wanda Morton,
and Penny Knight. 2nd Row: Kim
McConnell, Brenda Clark, Karen Jacob-
son, and Chris Bundy. 3rd Row: Kathy
Whiting, Melanie Hood, Kay Frazier, and
Trina Ward. 4th Row: Faith Williams, Emily
Braddock, and Gail Henson. 5th Row: Bev-
erly Champion, Connie Young, and Gail
Galphin. 6th Row: Kathy Kite, Cathy Bai-
ley, and Cindy Raulerson. 7th Row: Sarah
Striplin, Joan Williams, and Pam Mauldin.
8th Row: Libby Hope, Glenda Carter, and
Becky Kramer. 9th Row: Joni Jones, June
Winn, and Anne Alderman. 10th Row:
Jackie Embler, Deborah Bruce, and Anne
Wingate.
BOVE: 1st Row: Bill Bainbridge, Jack
angster, Curtiss Quinn, George Jones,
lex Avila, Gary Cowart, Eddie Gurley,
ndy Hendrix. 2nd Row: Dr. Max Holland,
arl Brown, Dennis English, Knox Hamby,
Iden Warren, Emmett Brooks, Ed Haw-
ns, Bill Tollison. 3rd Row: Terry Ness-
ith, Charles Ricks, John Collins (Presi-
nt), Frank Fogle, Marvin Watkins.
Delta Sigma Pi
S7
Baptist Student Union
ABOVE: 1st Row: Cissie Haisten, Sally
Bahr, Joan Williams, Kathy Rentchler,
Sarah Striplin, Larry Yaughn, Suttinee
Thaotubaum, Evelyn Pepper, Paul Price,
Cheryle Brown, Danny Stubbs, Rose
Miles, Charles Sloan. 2nd Row: Marcus
Jenkins, Janice Aiken, Frank Drinkard,
Bert Flexer, Crinsy Norris, Micheal Wil-
liams, John Rainey, Woody Ulmer, Ellen
Howell, Bill Smith, Gary Rawlins, Cheryl
Gill. 3rd Row: Jan Stapleton, Nancy Mil-
ton, Steve Ford, Laura Whatley, David
Foreman, Barbara Tucker, John Mallard,
Tim Bearden, Phillip Schlodt, Deborah
Deal, Margaret Barrett, Eben Carson. 4th
Row: Karen Chambers, Anne Belle,
Penny Knight, Doug Simmons, Elaine
Dixon, Kay Moody, Karen Price, Judy
Ann Smith, Mike Oxford, Kathy Carswell,
Tress Miles, Debbie Lassetter, Carolyn
Trotter, Ann Wingate, Mardee Rightmyer,
Dean Byrd, Rita Ponder, Tandy Brannen,
Debra Morris, Rhonda Lewis, Dane Ben-
nett, June Winn, Gail Fussell, Rev.
Nathan C. Byrd, Linda Peacock, Karen
Pass, Barbara DeLoach, Sally Miles.
RIGHT: Rick Forbes, Donna Almand,
Bedell Johns, Tricia White, Gail Ebersale.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Gail Deal.
Phi Beta Lambda
Afro-American Club
jBOVE: 1st Row: Audrey Dorsey, Bar-
bara Williams, Audrey Colson, Wanda
jayton, Bernestine Dixon, Micheal Bush.
\nd Row: Glenda Williams, Ronald Moor-
an, Wilbert Suggs, Margret Hightower,
ammy Alston, JoAnn Auther, Janice
icks, Keech White, Judy Plummer,
huckie West, Betty Williams, Joesephis
'arbingion, Ed Hunter.
Fencing Club
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Phi Epsilon Kappa
T LEFT: Annelle Johnson, Linda Crow-
r, Carla Pitts, Mrs. Helen Brogdon,
usan Pearman, Terry James, Lynn
ooker, Ruthie Bonner, Andrea Pate,
onna Lampkin, Charlene Davenport,
laron Lane, Particia Williams, Nancy
braham, Reda Sports, Libby Hodges.
ABOVE: Dr. William Spieth, Rodney Noll,
Harvey Richardson, Preston Moses, Kath-
erine Shuford, Jimmy Moore, Jenjie
Brumbloe, Ken Austin, Ken Mathews,
Darryl Robbitt, Larry Nelson, Charlie Ban-
ister, Danny Lewis, Bill Davis.
Students Committee for Art Education
ABOVE, 1st Row: Sarah Carr, Elaine Lock-
wood, Judy Jackson, Paula Devivd. 2nd
Row: Dr. Rosalind Reagins and son,
Yvonne Anderson, Lolly Bridges, Mike
Hawk, Jeanne Elmore, and Ellis Wiley. 3rd
flow: Aubrey V. Henley, Mr. Elmore, Nancy
Brown, Chris Moore, Deborah Hamm, and
Bert Adams.
Gamma Beta
Phi
LEFT, 1st Row: Kathaleen Byrnes, Barbara
Griffin, Sally Nelson. 2nd Row: Gilda Elling-
ton, Frances Richbourg, Jan Watson, Jan
Perry. 3rd Row: Judy Beavers, Karen Pass,
Joy Omelanuk. 4th Row: Shellie Weeks,
Cathy Bailey, Dealva Branch. 5th Row: Kim
McConnell, John Lively, Wong Gordon.
6th Row: David McMillin, Maurice Fung,
Geoffrey Chang. 7th Row: Wayne Bishop,
Kerry Lipslomb, Frank French (advisor).
PhiMu Alpha
Sinfonia Professional
Music Fraternity
LEFT, Standing: Martin Varnedoe, Joe Hooks, Lowell Keene, Keith Sewell, David Lowery,
James Shumans, Tony Chancey, George Robson, Dennis Waldrop, Mickey Wendel.
Seated: Dr. Sterling Adams (advisor). NOT PICTURED: Barry Beard.
\
m
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Lambda Alpha Epsiloi
International
Club
LEFT, 1st Row: Maurice Fung, Hugh Land-
heer, Joe E. Davis, Leo Corajens. 2nd
Row: Charlie Lam, Suttinee Thaotubaum,
Benson Akinshipe, Barbara Lee. 3rd Row:
Barbara Griffin, Gail Kolpack, Trenis Mullis.
4th Row: Martha Ligia Marquez, Chan Chi
Ming, Geoffrey Chang. 5th Row: Wember-
ley Ponder, Joy Omelanuk, Gholonrera
Hemmahan, Gordon Wong.
LEFT: Rob Haddock, Keith Belcher, Dave
Godward, Linda Russell, Teresa Corley,
Jim Neal, Bill Amann, Mary Ann Stanley,
Debra Deal, Dealva Branch, and Sherry
Williams. NOT PICTURED: Tina Adamcak,
Benson Akinshipe, I. L. Balkcom, Larry
Banks, Ronnie Bozeman, Ken Brown,
Patty Darnell, Wayne DeLoach, David
Dickey, Don Griner, Billy Gunby, Linda
Howell, Jim Hagarty, Stephen Farkas, Ellen
Proctor, Andy Quarterman, Philip Schladt,
Jon Stapleton, Beth Rogers, Frank Wil-
liams, and Sally Wisse.
Bio-Science
Club
20J
French Club ABOVE, Stairs: Jim Sams, Joanna Archer,Jember Burgess, Barbara Thorton, Marga
Lernacks, Kathy Howell, Candi Robison,
Angela Lynn, John Woddard, and Bert
Flexer. 1st Row: Dr. Forton, Dr. Dahir,
Steve Mobley, Jim Hagarty, Dennis Kaney,
and Mike Montgomery. LEFT, Standing:
Virginia Morgan, Brad llg, Lorraine
Goolsby, Pam Moore, Rick Smith, Diane
Harper, Susan Paimer, Sharon Smith, Alice
Nelson, Debby Rush, Janice Aiken, Angela
Lynn, and Terry Flanders. Seated: Dr. For-
ton, Dr. Dahir, and Mariette Hanson, Presi-
dent.
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Professional Inter-Fraternity Council
RIGHT: Linda Strickland, Mary Crago, Mr.
Cornbleet (advisor), Mr. Gonzalez (advi-
sor), Beri Finn, Linda Marcum, Gail
Campbell, Janey Pinckney.
Spanish Club
Sigma Delta Pi
jerman Club
ABOVE: Miss Bobby Jean Bradford, Mrs.
Kohler, Margaret Williams, Louise Totten,
Miss Little, Barbara Bennett, Mrs. Lynch
(advisor), Alex Lee, Mary Ann Stanley,
Gail Milner, Susan Wells, Nancy Rooks,
Dr. Weatherford (advisor), Mrs. Strick-
land.
LFT: 1st Row: Sandra Drake, Danny Dix,
N ry Miller. 2nd Row: Mr. Edward Corn-
et, Mrs. Nancy Barrett, Mr. Jose Gon-
Photographic
Services
ABOVE: Steve Mobley, James Driggers,
Becky Stanford, David Lewis, Sujette
Prince, Taylor C. Scott III, Jane Mobley.
NOT PICTURED: Clyde E. Currie III, Ken
Califf , Pennie Jones, Howard Summers.
RIGHT: Bill Jackson Adams, Virginia Jack-
son Adams, Cheryl Harrell, Carlton Allen,
Steve Jacobs, Ed Martin, Connie Boole,
Denny Psaila, Carol Josey, Brad Krantz. Jill
Kirkman, Gale Deas, Keary Jacobs, Janis
Lane, Mardee Rightmyer, Ricky Ray, Lynn
Phillips. NOT PICTURED: Randy Cato,
Buddy Cooper, Gary Crew, Gibbs Flan-
ders, Martha Hoilowell, Nancy Hayes,
Bedell Johns, Gail Lanier, Mike Manning,
Theresa Walters, Mike Williams.
Wesley Foundation
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M
Phi Upsilon Omicron
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Lewis Hall
1 st Row: Pam Capwell, Penny Ma uldin.
2nd Row: Denise Brady, Pat Hamilton,
Margo Morris, Barbara Wilson, Scarlet Alli-
son, and Emily Bunch.
1st Row: Karen Davidson, Lisa Torch, Dale
Nesbit, and Sandra Busby. 2nd Row:
Theresa Bridgewater, Laurel Kinard, Mar-
lene Rozell, and Jeanette Deloach.
DEAL HALL
Deal Hall
OUiffHall
Debbie Newsome, Jeanene Byrd, Jan
Perry, and Becky Hutchins.
Susan Allen, Sandy Hawkins, Penney
Craft, Joan Williams, Katrina Anderson,
Debbie Hilliard, and Dottie Mobley.
Johnson Hall
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Cone Hall
Anderson Hall
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Sanford Hall House Council
1st Row: Tommy Stephens — Monitor,
Jerry Roberts — Safety Chairman, Gary
Ponsell — Vice President, Pat McSchane
— Treasurer. 2nd Row: Bill Hager —
Monitor, Allen Kennedy — Monitor, Kevin
Arnold — President, Derek Thompson —
MGC Representative, Mark Pendergraft
— Program Chairman, John Melear —
Secretary.
1st Row: Hugh Hamilton — MGC Repre-
sentative, Bryan Overton — Monitor,
Mike Walker — Program Chairman, Larry
Stocker — Monitor. 2nd Row: John
Rodriguez — Vice President, Mark Wood
— Safety Chairman, Henry Blackman —
Monitor, Tim Bearden — Treasurer, Andy
Youmans — President, Stacy Harbin —
Secretary.
Brannen Hall House Council
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Eaton Hall
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Women's Student
Governing Association
ABOVE, First Row: Kim McConnell, Sher
Kelly, Marilyn Brown, and Becky Wright.
Second Row: Denise Brady, Margo Morris,
Lisa Torch, Rose Byrd.
RIGHT: Hugh Hamilton, Steve Mann, Steve
McWilliams, Paul Rivere, Alan Addleton,
and Marshall Paine.
Men's
Governing
Council
ft
Ml
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ytudent Association of
Governing Councils
BELOW: Paulette Brown, Coordinator of
Academic Affairs; Susie Phelps, Coordina-
tor of CoCurricular Affairs; Pam Ansley,
Vice-President; Nancy Dillard, Coordinator
of Budgetary Affairs; Alex Livadas, Presi-
dent, and David Holley, Coordinator of
Auxiliary Services.
The Student Association of Governing
Councils had become out-dated for the
needs of Georgia Southern students. Real-
izing the problem, the SAGC formulated a
new student government, the Central
Coordinating Committee, which theoreti-
cally will involve all interested students.
The officers who began their term in the
Spring of '73 are pictured above
Ik-,
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College
Union
Board
ABOVE: Mike Barfield, Chairman of major
Concerts committee, Jim Douglas, Chair-
man of directions in music committee,
Larry Horton, Chairman of Williams center
Coffeehouse committee, Pete Thomas,
President of C.U.B., Charlotte Akridge,
Director of promotions and publicity, and
Ted Dansby, Chairman of Film committee.
RIGHT, 1st Row: Ted Dansby, Lee Soren-
son, Cherly Finely, Pete Thomas, and
Larry Horton. 2nd Row: Pam Ansley, Deb-
bie Rush, Blake Prince, Charlotte Akridge,
Colleen Kinsellia, Stephanie Gallagher,
Tim Ragusa, and Bill Speith, Advisor. 3rd
Row: Charles Singletary, Larry Robinson,
Jimmy Douglas, Kirk Hall, Mike Barfield,
and Mr. Christmas, Advisor. NOT PIC-
TURED: Bernastine Dixon, Tony Mann,
Alexis Livadas, Tommy Dean, and Wes
Johnson.
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Swinging Bells
Performed for
Enthused Crowds
GROUP SHOT — (Semi-Circle): Susan
White, Kathy Howell — Co-Captain,
Gayle Wilson, Kim Hamilton, Charlotte
Allen — Co-Captain, Barbara Wilson,
Pam Martin, Teresa Smith, Joanne Ever-
ett, Nancy Kilgore, Carol Davis, Tina
Hearn, Carol Stevens. Center: Pam Mus-
selwhite — Captain. Not Shown: Vicki
Keliey, Andrea Re, Jackie Wilson.
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Golden Eagle
Band
Entertained at
Sports
Events, in
Parades,
and in Concerts
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GROUP SHOT — 1st Row: John Wood,
Kathy Stanford, Nat Harwell, Bryan Over-
ton, Joe Babcock, Pat Deloach, Ken
Dyar, Martha Hollowell, George Robson,
Lorraine Stewart. 2nd Row: Rocky Ball,
John Johnson, Lamar Ross, John
Schneck, Kerry Jacobs, Alene Drum-
mond, Rachel Rhodes, Tom Nolen, Keith
Kaney, Jerry Roberson, Robert Quick,
Harvey Brown, Wayne Brunelle, Ray
Carnes, Janet Thomas, Keith Sewell,
Lowell Keene, Joe Hooks, Don
McGeever. 3rd Row: Earl Ayers, Eddie
Bibisi, Julie White, Jan Norwood, Connie
Sprayberry, Bill Smith, Linda Dozier, Tom
Stidham (director), Micky Wendel, John
Melear, Dennis Waldrop. Not Shown: Bob
Dominey, Randy Durrent, Teresa Hernan-
dez, Nan Heule, David Little, Toni Nolen,
Leroy Pearre, Mary Phillips, Pat Strickler,
Barry Beard, Carol Bridges, Ken Brown,
Ken Jones, David Bryan, Al Caylor,
Christy Glover, Paul Moller, Danny
Stubbs, Marcia Cvetan, Rhett Mouchet,
Jimmy Johnson, Jim McGinnis.
STAFF — Steve Cole — Assistant Man-
aging Editor, Bert James — Sports Edi-
tor, Jenny Cranford — Features Editor,
Beth Gooding — Associate News Editor,
Mikie Emerson — Copy Editor, Henry
Rowe — Photographer, Rocky Ball —
Cartoonist, Carroll Pollett — Advertising
Manager, Cliff Wise — Assistant Advertis-
ing Manager, Hugh Waters — Business
Secretary, Guy Workman — Circulation
Manager, Margie Brown — Typist, Rick
Beene — News Editor, Lynn Harris —
Managing Editor, Mary Martin — Editor.
The George-Anne, Our Student Newspaper
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Reflector Sta I
T: David Bridges, Dr. Hickman, Keech
te, Rhonda Luke, Laurel Kinard, Kathy
)page, Susan White, Kathy Carswell,
hele H ;pp, Darwin Williams, Mike Man-
j, Ann Tripp, Lynn Deas, Joey Dorsey,
Gibb Flanders.


6th Place Eagles Have 39-9 Recoi
ABOVE: GSC BASEBALL TEAM — 7s/
Row: Jim Morrison, Mike Cash, Steve
Pietsch, Steve Daniel, John Tamargo, John
Butler, Keathel Chauncey, Lewis Sellers,
and Jorge Perez. 2nd Row: Howard Mann,
Mike Moore, Carl Person, Frank Reed,
Ernie Venet, Rolando DeArmas, Norman
Sapp, John Gibson, and Steve Smith
(Mgr.). 3rd Row: Straton Karatassos and
Frank Arreola (Trainers), Tom Smith
(Trainer), Jerald Buchar, Richard Johnson,
Ken Kruppa, Tom Bigwood, Hollis Griggs,
Pete Dunn (Asst. Coach), Ken Weather-
man (Grad. Asst.), and Ron Polk (Head
Coach).
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The Savannah Braves opened the 1973
season in a most unusual way; with the
GSC Eagles. This is the first time a team
from Southern has participated in an
exhibition game with a team from a higher
level league. The Eagles really gave
Savannah a scare, but the Southern
League Team wound up on top, 1 3 to 9.
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A thirty-nine and nine record really speaks
for itself wnen thinkina of baseball. And
such a record leads on to bigger ana bet-
ter accomplishments, such as sixth place
in national rankings and a birth in the
NCAA tournaments. All this and much
more can be said about the 1973 Georgia
Southern Eagles baseball team and their
coach, Ron Polk. But what happens after
an outstanding season on the regular
schedule? They're off to Starkville, Missis-
sippi and . . .
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iagle Baseball Continues
Iven in the Darkest Hours
Southern Captures District 3
Next Is Omaha
?HftulFSR OF COM
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lutch pitching resulted in victory for the
lagles in the NCAA District Tourney in
: arkville, Mississippi, earning a berth in
' e College World Series. Georgia South-
« n is now the first team to represent Geor-
ia in any NCAA world series. District 3
3oach of the Year," Ron Polk, as well as
'ie players themselves, put G.S.C. in
?adlines as being the only team east of
e Mississippi remaining in competition,
outhern is no longer a small college
am, but a "Big Leaguer" in NCAA base-
ill.
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Southern Takes Sixth PI
in College World Sei
The Georgia Southern Eagles
baseball team recently returned
from their first trip to the NCAA
College World Series at Omaha,
Nebraska, and they brought back
many memories from their finish as
the sixth best team in America.
ABOVE: Joe Cronin, President of
the American League. ABOVE
RIGHT: First baseman lines hit to
right in loss to Texas. RIGHT: Third
baseman Jim Morrison tags out
Harvard baserunner trying for extra
base. OPPOSITE PAGE, UPPER
LEFT: Morrison digs for the plate.
UPPER RIGHT: Ron Polk gives
interview from dugout. Eagle team
relaxes prior to Minnesota game.

The Eagles 72-73 campaign was quite
profitable although it resulted in a disap-
pointing record. Coach Rowe's team
dropped some heart-breakers, but the
inspiring play of returning members, as
well as four starting freshmen, insured a
winning squad for the future. With com-
petition like Jacksonville, Mercer, and
others, one should expect excitement,
and the action this season was exciting
to the highest degree. Coach Rowe's
assistant coaches, Jerry Fields and Don
Smith were assets to the team in individ-
ual training and other aspects. The Eagle
squad included Tommy Palmer, Mike Pitt,
Mike Barger, Perry Warbington, Ronnie
Arnold, Richard Wallace, Dick Beuke,
Johnny Mills, John Gillingham, Bob
Crouch, and Richard Johnson.
Georgia Southern Eagles
Mills and Wallace
Join 1000 Point Club
There are not enough words to describe
the outstanding play of two potential All-
American candidates, Johnny Mills and
Richard Wallace. This year these two
Eagles scored more points than their
freshman and sophomore years com-
bined. Mills and Wallace now join the
elite "1,000 Point Club," with a possible
chance of moving to the top and shatter-
ing all school records.
i
Big Men
Big Crowds . . .
Big Excitement
OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP: Perry Warbington
and Richard Wallace fight for rebound
against Jacksonville. OPPOSITE PAGE,
BOTTOM: Lay-up results in two more
points for Eagles. LEFT: Wallace goes for
two as Old Dominion player dazedly
watches. BELOW: Referee accomplishes
a little "Hanner housecleaning" during
the game.
ABOVE: 1972-73 CHEERLEADERS AND
MASCOT — 1st Row: Cynthia Lambert,
Marlynn Zachry, Nancy Stewart, Joan
Lumpkin (Captain), Candy Hughes, and
Patti Hand 2nd Row: Carl Persons,
Lamar Hope, Greg McCurley, Eddie Pol-
lard (Captain), Jack Sexton, and Steve
O'Rear. BELOW: G.S.C. USHERETTES —
1st Row: Patti Jordan and Donya Smith.
2nd Row: Nancy McNeely and Sherry
Gornto. 3rd Row: Debra Watson and
Susan Dow. 4th Row: Brenda Purcell and
Brenda Ellis. 5th Row: Sally Boyd and
Suzanne Payne. 6th Row: Rose Ann
Rhodes, Sandy Busbee, Val Peterson,
Gayle Cowart, and Theresa Anne Walters.
Not Shown: Kathy Moore, Debbie Stan-
ley, Lynn Banks, Susan Warren, and Mar-
tha Brown.
Conviction, Enthusiasm, and
Laughter—
Elements of a Spirit-Maker
Jubilance in Victory;
Disappointment in
Defeat—
Emotions Shared by
Everyone
f
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The cheers, jeers and laughter from the
crowded gymnasium were always wel-
come. The crowd's enthusiasm not only
inspired the team but also lifted damp-
ened spirits. A team's game plans and its
success are always dependent upon the
crowd's support. The Eagles were rarely
disappointed. The antics of our support-
ers were often as entertaining as the
game itself.
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Spartanlike
Training
With Enthusiastic
Participation
Georgia Southern entered competition this
season as defending champions of the
Southern Intercollegiate Gymnastics
League. Coach Ron Oertley worked with a
very young team, but the team showed no
lack of experience. Returning Captain
Dave Zirnsak was the only senior on the
squad, making the future very promising
for GSC gymnastics. Assisting Oertley was
an inspiring young athlete, Yoshi Takei.
Eagle performers included: Dave Collins,
Doug McAvinn, Marty Strawn, Dave Zirn-
sak, Bee Thoma, Steve Norman, Mel Col-
lins, and John Gracik.
IGymnastics:
a Combination
of Aerialistic
Strength and Style
The Georgia Southern Gymnasts had a
unique experience this year when they
traveled to the Astrodome in Houston,
Texas to meet the Russian Ladies' Gym-
nastics Team. The Eagles displayed their
style and form with the Russians during a
week-long exhibition before thousands of
sports enthusiasts. Georgia Southern was
chosen from all major colleges nationwide.
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The team which was strong last year, was
reintorced this season by four new men.
Mark Reed, Don Welchko, Bill Dabney,
and Bill Gresham, along with returning let-
termen, Rip Campbell, Pete Darby, Danny
Henson, and Don Webster, made the team
stronger, perhaps, than it has ever been.
The 73 team had great dedication and an
intense desire to win. This combination
paid oft for the hard-working swim team.
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ABOVE: 1972-73 G.S.C. SWIMMING
TEAM — 1st Row: Assistant Coach
Richard Stratton, David Carver, Randy
Warner, Rip Campbell, Mark Reed,
Bobby Tomlinson, Bill Gresham,
Coach Buddy Floyd. 2nd Row: Mgr.
Henry McFarlin, John Fuss, A. J.
Cohen, Cal Taylor, John Carter, Bill
Dabney, Scott Fowler, Shawn
O'Rourke. 3rd Row: Mgr. Marcus
Jones, Don Webster, Pete Darby,
Creig Lund, Rick Crowell, Greig Lund.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Rick Crowell. TOP
LEFT: Rip Campbell. BOTTOM LEFT:
Bill Gresham.
wimming Rounds Out Third Year at GSC
25S
GSC Golf
Team Does
Fine Job
With Ninth
Place
Ranking
in NCAA
260
261
The Chris
Schenkel
Tournament: an
Annual Event at
GSC That Draws
Talent From
Almost
Everywhere
262
Individual play seems to overshadow team
play on certain occasions in college golf.
Such an occasion was evident at the Chris
Schenkel golt tournament, where Eagle
golfer, Jimmy Ellis, walked away with top
honors. Later in the season Ellis and his
teammate, Pat Lane, captured the Peach
Classic in Macon, Ga.

It is not always a pleasant experience to
watch a golfer, especially when the sun
beats down as it does in Statesboro. But,
throughout the scorching days, Southern
golfers manage to attract a fine crowd with
their superb athletic ability.
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Water Polo Begins Rookie Yea
... 'fi^LL rl I/ ' f 1
1
OPPOSITE PAGE: 1972-73 WATER
POLO TEAM — 1st Row: Dave Carver,
Cal Taylor, Bill Gresham, Shawn
O'Rourke, and Mark Reed. 2nd Row:
Assistant Coach Richard Straton, Man-
ager Buddy Bowles, A. J. Cohen, John
Carter, Rich Uber, Bill Dabney, Don Wel-
chko, and Coach Buddy Floyd. 3rd Row-
Marcus Jones, Don Webster, Pete Darby,
Criag Lund (Captain), Rick Crowell, and
Greg Lund. ABOVE LEFT: Coach Floyd
goes over game strategy with players.
ABOVE: G.S.C. team in action. LEFT:
Eagle goalie defends opponent's shot.
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Variety of Intramural Sport
Involves Greeks and Independent
Intramurals at Georgia Southern include
a variety of sports; in tact, there is every-
thing trom football to crab-soccer. The
teams compete fiercely for the privilege
of holding the overall trophies in the vari-
ous categories.

Eagle Netters
Begin Strong
Season With
Von Boeckmann
as New Coach
270
Jk
LEFT: GSC MEN'S TENNIS TEAM — Drew
Fiumano, Charles Ellis, Ted Dansby, head
coach Bill Von Boeckmann, Tim Wallis,
Bunner Smith, Bruce Cabot, and Bill
Charles. ABOVE LEFT: Ted Dansby
chases opponent's serve. ABOVE: Drew
Fiumano displays his backhand.
Eagle Women
Have 11 and 0 Season
For such a young team, Women's Tennis
at GSC has certainly proved its worth. It
boasted of a tremendous season by win-
ning all of its eleven matches. Besides
entering the Georgia Intercollegiate Tour-
nament in Macon, it hosted the annual
GAIAW here at Southern. The team mem-
bers were Beth Sutton, Russell Campbell,
Cindy Peterson, Gale Peterson, Anne
Rumble, Dale Nesbit and Miss Laura Wat-
son, coach.
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Freshmen
Acufl, Bill
Addleton, Alan
Aiken, Jay
Aklns. Susan
Albritton, Julie
Allen, Charlotte
Allen, Janet
Allen, Susan
Allison, Scarlett
Almand, Donna
Anderson. Katrina
Ansley, Lana
Antwlne, Darlene
Applegate, Kim
Arthur, JoAnn
Atwood. Vicki
Austin, Willie
Ayers, Earl
Baggett, Beth
Baker, Levone
Baker, Sharon
Balicock, Susan
Banks, Beverly
Barber, Jack
Bargeron, Jimmy
Barker, Karen
Barnard, Richard
Beasley, Pam
Beavers, Mike
Bedingfield. Pierce
Bell, Ann
Belle, Ann
Bennett, Cathy
Bennett, Kathy
Benson, Linda
Berry, Robert
Bexley, Bill
Bittinger, Lannie
Bluestein, Pam
Boatwright, Emile
Bond, Carol
Bcuchelie. Susan
Bounds, John
Boyett, Chris
Brady, Denise
Braley, Ruth
Brannan, Shirley
Brantley, Lee
Britt, Kay
Brooks, Alice
Brooks, Ollie
Broome, Gail
Broucek, Sylvia
Brown, Carol
Brown, Debra
Brown, Cheryle
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Brown, Harvey
Bunch, Emily
Burke, Monica
Burns, Denise
Burrell, Leslie
Butler, Juvone
Butts, Jim
Cadwell, Pam
Campbell. Mack
Campbell, Sharon
Cappel, Kaye
Carper, Mark
Carr, John
Carswell, Kay
Carter, John
Carter, Kay
Crawford, Louise
Chambers, Karen
Champion, Beverly
Crastlen, Camille
Chester, Elaine
Childs, Craig
Clance. William
Clark, Wanda
Claxton, Linda
Claxton, Pamela
Clevenger, Susan
Cobb. Susan
Cohen, A. J.
Colline, Kerry
Colston, Kay
Connell, Kevin
Cook, Susan
Cooley, Vicki
Copenny, Patti
Cowden, Cathy
Cowart, Suzanne
Cox, John
Craft, Penny
Creasy, Jacquelyn
Crews. Mike
Cribbs, Beulah
Crisp, Georgette
Cross, Jane
Dahlberg, Eric
Daniels, Jane
Davidson, Fred
Davis, Cindy
Davis, Donna
Davis, Gail
Davis, James
Davis, Ronald
Davison, Karen
Day, Lorraine
Day, Mike
Dean, Ralph
DeLance, Cheryl
DeLoach, Jeanetle
Dial, Barbara
Dismuke, Jamie
Dixon, Willie
Dodd, Debbie
Dominey, Bob
Dow, Kathy
Dozier, Linda
Drake, Dale
Drefel, Debra
Druhl, Kathy
Drummer, Judy
Duke, Cindy
Dumas, Jamice
Duncan, Keith
Durrence, Hugh
Durrent, Randall
Dwight, Wanda
Godbee, Kittie
Gold, John
Goldman, Gene
Goodale, Deborah
Graham, Mar/
Grant, Jody
Grassi. Melinda
Griffin, Barbara
Griffin, Mark
Griffith, Maria
Griswell, Lynn
Gunter, Vicky
Guzman, Janet
Hager, Bill
Hallrnan, Eileen
Hamilton. Kim
Hamilton, Reed
Hamlin. Claudia
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Hammock, John
Hansen, Nancy
Harris, Debbie
Harris, Dirk
Harris, William
Harrison, Sarah
Harrison, Tom
Hattaway, Kathy
Hawkins. Sandy
Healy, John
Hemberger, Mary
Henley, James
Hernandez, Teresa
Hesling, Denise
Hickox, Barbara
Hicks, Toppy
Highsmith, Charles
Hightower, Margaret
Hinson, Patricia
Hobbs, Andralyn
Hobbs, Chuck
Hochwalt, Tom
Hodges, Judy
Hodges. Nancy
Holcomb, Carol
Holland. Keith
Hollowell, Martha
Hollstrom, Cindy
Hooley, Steve
Hopper, Kathryn
Horton, Caromie
Howard, Mark
Howell, Kathy
Hudson, Sandy
Hughes, Jack
Hullender. Gaye
Hutchins, Debbie
Hutchins. Ronald
Hutchinson. Martha
Ingram, Debbie
Irwin, Gay
Jackson, Tom
Jackson, Wayne
Jackson, William
Jacobs, Kerry
Jacob, Steve
Jameson, Connie
Johnson, Gregory
Johnson, Karen
Jones, Bruce
Jones, Michael
Jones, Terry
Jones, Vicki
Jordan, Sharon
Jorham. Joyce
Kirkman, Jill
Kiser, Robert
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i
McCartney. Elizabeth
McCoy, Maxie
McCullough, Annette
McGahee, Richard
McGee, Lucie
McGowan, Suzanne
McKinley, Cindy
McMartin, Chris
Meade, Mary
Meadus. Mark
Melear, John
Meyer, Julie
Mikell, Gary
Milton, Nancy
Mobley, Dottie
Mobley, Vernon
Moddlernog, Debbie
Monroe, Donald
Moore, Debra
Morgan, Jim
Morris., Margo
Mosley, Sandra
Muetzel, Donna
Mulheren, Frank
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Nalley, Patricia
Neal, Robert
Neidlmger, Donna
Newton, Teresa
Nipper, Marty
Nolen, Toni
Nolman, Anne
Norman, Reba
Norris, Debbie
O'Connell, Terry
O'Kearn, Sharon
Omelanuk, Joy
O'Rear, Stephen
Ormand, Georgia
Owens, Phillip
Oxford, Mike
Page, Rose
Parker, Chip
Parrish, Jane
Patterson, Ann
Patterson, David
Paulk, Jams
Paxton, Jan
Paye, Patti
Payne, Suzanne
Payton, Wanda
Peavy, Mary
Pendergrafl, Mark
Peterson, Jan
Phillips, Susan
Philpott, Marion
Pipkin, Liz
Pitts, Mari|o
Pleasants, Susan
Poole, Randy
Poolos, Pete
Powell, Jan
Powell, Jean
Powell. Jean
Powell. Jurdon
Powell, Michael
Priester, Susan
Prince, Sujette
Pritchard, David
Pryor, Ivy
Psaila, Denny
Pullen, Linda
Raulenson, Rhonda
Reddick, Dale
Re, Andrea
Reed, Lin
Reeves, Millie
Refseth, Christine
Rentschler, Cathy
Ricks, Janice
Riner, Judy
Roan, Billy
Roberts, Jerry
Roberts, John
Robinson, Patti
Robinson, Katrina
Rodriguez, John
Rogers, Cheryl
Rogers, Kenneth
Rogers, Steve
Rogers, Susan
Roland. Susan
Roper, Robert
Rosier, Deborah
Rozell, Marlene
Runk, Christopher
Rushing, Suzanne
Sanders, Debbie
Sapp, Karen
Sasnett, Brenda
Sasser. Faye
Schwabe, Susan
Sears, Debbie
Sebson, Shelia
Seibolt, Teresa
Shadburn, Linda
Shelnutt, Patricia
Shilletto, Cynthia
Shook, Curtis
Shuford, Phyllis
Shuler, Debra
Shumans, Edward
Singleton, Patricia
Smith, Chuck
Smith, Kay
Smith, Pat
Smith, Sissy
Smith, Teresa
Spiers, Lynne
Spmks, Susan
Spruill, Christy
Staftord, Glenn
Stanley, Don
Stapleton, Jan
Stan, Larry
Stephens, Tommy
Stephenson, Lynn
Stewart, Dale
Stewart, Pamela
Strickland, Van
Summer, MeLinda
Summerour, Joe
Suttles, Kay
Thomas, Nora
Thorpe, Richard
Thread, Hollie
Tohon, Patricia
Tolbert, Dennis
Tomlinson, Robert
Torrance, Mary
Turner, Michael
Tydmgs, Stanley
Upchurch, Carol
Wainnght, Bonnie
Walker, Monty
Wall, Sandra
Waller, Joy
Walraven, Lynn
Walters, Theresa
Warren, William
Wasser, Julie
Waters, Marilyn
Watson, Debra
Webb, Libby
Welch, Carolyn
Wendelken, Marci
Wennck, Lynn
Westbrook, Craig
White, Mary
White, Susan
Whitlock. Barbara
Whitmarsh, Bob
Whitmarsh, Robert
Wiggins, Mae
Williams, Barbara
Williams, Betty
Williams, Dale
Williams, Faith
Williams, Mary
Wilson, Barbara
Wilson, Deborah
Wilson, Jackie
Wilson, Teresa
Womble, Chuck
Wood, Don
Wood, Glenda
Vitkus, Karen
Vueland, Ken
Yelvington, John
Youmans, Andy
Young, Patti
Zittrower. Grady
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Sophomores
Adamcak, Tina
Alford, Brenda
Anderson, Ann
Anderson, Bill
Anderson, Hugh
Anderson, Nancy
Andrews, Kathrine
Archer, Joanna
Ashley, Eric
Banks, Becky
Barnwell, Charlie
Barrett, Margaret
Bazemore, Bonnie
Beaird, Barbara
8earden, Tim
Beavers, Judy
Bourgeois, Cynthia
Bowman, Lairy
Branch, Charlene
Branch, Dealva
Brannen, Susan
Brewton, Karen
Bntt, Angela
Brown, Barbara
Brown, Debbie
Bryant, Kathy
Buie. Lynn
Burgess, Jennifer
Butler, Catherine
Byrnes, Kathy
Cadenhead, Neva
Caihoun, Lisa
Carries. Jimmy
Carr, David
Carswell Kathy
Carter, Sherwood
Carter, Teresa
Cash, Jamie
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Ellington, Gilda
Elton, Connie
Embler, Jacquelyn
Faglier, Martha
Farkas, Steve
Faulk, Merrie
Fielder, Dale
Fjetland, Kim
Flexer, Bert
Foisy, Debbie
Gardner, Paul
Gatty, Lynn
Gladden, Betty
Gosdin, Susan
Green, Rosemary
Greene, Rick
Grey, Patsy
Griffin. Lynna
Griffin, Mary Ann
Grmer, James
Gross, Ellen
Grundeis, Sharon
Hall, Jane
Hall, Kirk
Halstead, Anne
Hannaford, Donna
Henderson, Karen
Henning, Maryland
Holt, Debbie
Hood. Melanie
Hope, Libby
Horner. Janet
Howell, Ellen
Husted, Mary
Hutcheson, Joyce
Hutchinson, Sharon
Hutto, David
Her, Janice
Jones, Denise
Jones, Marcus
Jones, Ray
Jones, Tricia
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McRae. Debbie
McQuaig, Beth
Miles, Tress
Milikin, Corinth
Mock, David
Moore, Alice
Morris, Debra
Mullis, Trenice
Nations, MaryJo
Nease, Sue
Newton, Julie
Norris, Debbie
Obaldia, Alida
Oglesby, Michael
Palmer, Susan
Pannell, Cynthia
Parham, William
Pass, Karen
Pearson, Leslie
Perkins, Marsha
Perry, Jan
Phillips, Connie
Pollock, Cathy
Poorbaugh, Sue
Primm, Kathy
Pruitt, John
Purvis, Susan
Raines, Sallie
Raulerson, Cindy
Ray, Dennis
Register, Chris
Reynolds, Lamar
Rhodes, Rachel
Richardson, Sandra
Richbourg, Frances
Roberts, Frances
Rosier, Linda
Sammet, Eileen
Satcher, Walton
Schoch, Gail
Sellers, Catherine
Sellers, Janice
Shealy, Mack
Sibley, Mark
Sicay, Teolita
Sires, Richard
Small, Tom
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Byrd, Dean
Cade, Nelwyn
Callaway, Bette
Cannon, Glenda
Carl, William
Carr, Sarah
Carrigg. Carson
Carter, Glenda
Cleland, Kathie
Clifton, Glenda
Cole, Kevin
Collins, Beth
Adamson, Mary
Agonofski, Joseph
Akridge, Charlotte
Akinshipe, Benson
Allen, Bruce
Allen, Michael
Altman, Richard
Anolan, Thomas
Barber, Ann
Badield, Michal
Barwick, Carol
Bates, Jean
Baxley, Marsha
Baxter, Gene
Belcher, Keith
Bell, Melody
Bennett, Glenda
Bethune. Carl
Block, Cheryl
Bloder, Gary
Boatwnght, Hamp
Bowen, Joe
Bowies, Mike
Bowman, Steven
Bradley, Judy
Brannen, Nora
Brewton, Karol
Bridges, Rosemary
Bridges, Virginia
Brinson, Preston
Brown, Darleen
Brown, Linda
Bruce, Deborah
Bruce. Sandra
Buchanan, Todd
Buford, Paula
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Morgan, Connie
Hurst, Greta
Jassmann, Robert
Jenkins, Daniel
Johnson, Bruce
Jones, Danny
Jones, Peggy
Kelly, Carol
Kendrick, Marsha
Kite, Cathey
Kite, Dianne
Kolpack, Gail
Lachlan, Scott
Lamb, Deborah
Landheer, Hugo
Lantzy, LeRoy
Lewis, Snap
Like, Joseph
Loveft, Grace
Lowery, Debra
Lynn, Carole
Marked, Parti
Maurer, Richard
Martin, Mary
McCorlew, Jimmy
McGahee, Greg
McGoldrick, Robert
McKenzie, Gwendolyn
McMillin, David
Meeks, Randy
Mendoza, Bill
Middlebrook, Hal
Miles, Rose
Miller, Susan
Mixon, Alethia
Moller, Paul
Moody, Kay
Moore, Jimmy
Morgan, Connie
Morgan, Elaine
Morgan, Virginia
Morris, Ronnie
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Morrison, John
Mrys, Edmund
Mullins, Irene
Neidlinger, Jerry
Nelson, Sally
Newman, Sharon
O'Berry, E. F.
Owens, Margie
Pabst, Harry
Parker, Debra
Parker, Jere
Parker, Jerry
Patterson, Jamie
Pearman, Susie
Peebles, Linda
Peel, Jane
Perry, Ann
Peters, Jeannie
Peterson, Gale
Pickup, Barbara
Portis, Vicky
Powell, Hilda
Prescott, Sandra
Proctor, Ellen
Psaila, Philip
Pullum, Susan
Quarterman. Andy
Ramsey, Leslie
Rathft, Relly
Reid, Mary
Riddle, Janice
Riser, Kathy
Ross, Vicki
Rowland. Sandra
Schladt, Philip
Shealy, Mike
Shepard, Debbie
Simpson, Garey
Sloan, Charles
Smith, Anne
Smith, Bill
Smith, Joseph
Socola, Jacqueline
Spires, Christy
Stanley, Debbie
Stathis, Frederick
Stevens, Linda
Stewart, Derek
Stewart, Joseph
Stocker, Lawrence
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Adair, Janice
BSEd, Elem.
Allen, Lester
BS, Chem.
Allen, Turner
AB, Soc.
Almand, Judith
BS, Ec.
Altman, Jr., Donald
BSEd, P.E.
Altomare, Lisa
BSEd, Art
Anderson, Kay
BSEd, Art
Avant, Bruce
BBA, Fin.
Ash, Zandra
BS, Crim. Just.
Bailey, Cathy
BS, HEC
Bainbridge, William
BBA, Mgt.
Barton, III, Stuart
BBA, Gen. Bus.
Batchelor, Brenda
BE, Of. Adm.
Beggs, Patricia
BS, Soc/.Soc. Work
Bennett, Barbara
AB, Ger.
Benton, Molly
AB, Hist.
Booth, Deborah
BSEd, Elem.
Blackburn, Patricia
BSEd, Eng.
Blackmon, Claude
8BA, Bus. Mgt.
Bourdeau, Joseph
BSEd, Soc. Sci.
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Braddock, Barbara
BSEd, Jr. High
Braddock, Emily
BS, HEC
Bradley, Patrick
AB, Hist.
Brannen, Andrew
BS, Tech.
Brazell, Sandy
BSEd, HEC
Brewton, Sharon
BS, Rec.
Brimer, Miriam
BSEd, Ex. Child.
Brooks, Pamela
BSEd, Math
Brown, Carole
BSEd, Elem.
Brown, Thelma
BSEd, Elem.
Browning, Bonnie
BM, Piano
Brunson, Debra
BSEd, Early
Bryant, Helen
BSEd, Elem.
Bryant, Rita
BS, Soc.
Buchanan, David
AB, Hist.
Buie, David
BS, Ind. Tech.
Buice, Rosemary
BS, Elem.
Bundy, Chris
BS, HEC
Bennett, Geotfrey
BS, Soc. /Soc. Work
Bussell, Sheila
BSEd, Math
Butler, Jerome
BBA, Acc.
Byrd, Linda
BS, HEC
Califf, Kenneth
BS, Math
Cullars, Richard
BBA, Acc.
Canavesi, Laura
AB, Crim. Just.
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Cantrell, Michael
AB, Art
Carpenter, Sue
BSEd, HEC
Carter, Sunnye
BS, HEC
Caswell, Duane
BSEd, Ex. Child
Christie, Martha
AB, Soc.
Clark, Gary
BS, HPE
Clark, Lynn
BSEd, Elem.
Clifton, Daniel
BS, Ec.
Cline, Joan
BS, Rec.
Collins, Marjorie
BSEd, Elem.
Collins, Clark
BSEd, P.E.
Conner, Gayle
BSEd, Early Elem.
Cook, Brenda
BSEd, Art
Corley, Teresa
BS, Bio.
Cox, Garland
BS, Crim. Jus.
Cox, Theresa
BSEd, Ex. Child
Crosby, Paula
BSEd, Speech
Crowder, Sara
BSEd, Ex. Child
Crump, Garland
BS, PSC
Canady, Melissa
BS, Math
Cutler, Pamela
BS, Crim. Jus.
Davis, Ruth
BSEd, Early
Daniel, Doris
BSEd, HEC
Daniel, Louise
BSEd, HEC
Daniels, Wilma
BSEd, Math
Deal, Robert
BBA, Acc.
Deas, Lynn
BS, HEC
DeLoach, Gary
BSEd, Soc. Sci.
Dent, Gloria
BSEd, Early Elem.
Dillard, Nancv
BSEd, HPE

Elmore, Jeanne
BSEd, Art
Evans, Beverly
BSEd, Art
Evans, Linda
BSEd, Elem.
Fann, Michael
BS, Rec. Adm.
Farmer, Faye
AB, Eng.
Finch, Nan
BBA, Mktg.
Fleming, Jane
BSEd, Elem.
Floyd, Carolyn
BSEd, Jr. High
Forguson, Kay
BSEd, HEC
Fortner, Regina
BSEd, Elem.
Franklin, Lynne
BSEd, Early
Frink, Antoinette
BSEd, Ex. Child
Fussell, Ida
BS, Early Child.
Gabrielson, Susan
BS, Pol. Sci.
Gaddy, Peggy
BSEd, Elem.
Galphin, Gail
BSEd, HEC
Gail Edenfield
BSEd, Eng.
Gay, Randall
BSEd, Ind. Arts
Geldart, Paul
BBA, Mktg.
George, Constance
BS, Bio.
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Gibbons, Gloria
BS, Bio.
Gladney, Thomas
BBA, Mgi.
Goldman, John
BBA, Gen. Bus.
Graham, Amy
BS, HEC
Grassi, Melissa
AB, Psy.
Gross, Deborah
BSEd, Ex. Child
Guldenschuh, Teresa
BS, Soc./Soc. Work
Gurley, Louie
BBA, Mgt.
Haas, Melinda
BM, Voice
Hadden, Beth
BS, Math
Haggerty, Edmund
BBA, Bus. Adm.
Hale, Donna
BSEd, Elem.
Haley, Graeme
BS, Acc.
Hall, Charles
BBA, Acc.
Hallmark, Brenda
BS Math
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Halsel, Gary
BS, Med. Tech.
Hammack, Neal
BSEd, Elem.
Hammonds, Johnny
BS, Rec.
Hand, David
BS, Math
Harper, Linda
BSEd, Jr. High
Haussmann, Stephen
BS, Pol. Sci.
Hawkins, Edwin
BBA, Mgt.
Hayes, Nancy
BSEd, Elem.
Henry, Michael
AB, Eng.
Hinson, David
BS, Rec.
Hipp, Michele
BS, HEC
Hobbs, Bythe
BSEd, Soc. Sci.
Hodges, Kenny
AB, Pol. Sci.
Holsenbeck, Linda
BS, Gen. Sci.
Horton, Keith
BS, Pol. Sci.
Howell, Martha
AB, Psy.
Huff, Celia
BS, Crim. Just.
Humble, Bart
BS, Soc. Work
Ingley, Theresa
BSEd, Eng.
Irwin, John IV
BS, Crim. Just.
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Jackson, Emily
AB, Soc.
Jackson, Frank
BBA, Mgt.
Jackson, Kyle
BS, Of. Adm.
Jackson, Melody
BSEd, Art
Jacobson, Karen
BSEd, HEC
James, Terry
BS, P.E.
Jarrell, Jan
BS, HEC
Johnson, Billy
BS, Tech.
Johnson, John
BS, Crim. Jus.
Johnson, Jolie
BS, Early Child.
^fci f
Johnson, Judith
BSEd, Eng.
Johnson, Kenneth
AB, Soc.
Johnson, Marilyn
BS, Soc. Sci.
Johnson, Victor
BBA, Fin.
Jones, George
BBA, Mgt.
Jones, Harold
BBA, Mktg.
Jones, Joyce
BS, HEC
Jones, Pennie
BSEd, Eng.
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Jones, Ronald
BSEd
Jones, Thomas
BBA, Ace
Josey, Anne
BS, Of. Adm.
Keever, Don
BS, Crim. Just.
Kelley, Medford
BS, Ind.
Kemp, Ann
BSEd, Elem.
Koopmann, Judy
BSEd, Elem.
Kramer, Starling
BS, Ind. Tech.
Lain, Joe
BS, Pub. Rec.
Lampkin, Donna
BSEd, PE
Lane, Sharon
BSEd, PE
Lanier, John
BA, Hist.
Lassetter, Debbie
BSEd, Math
Latham, Sharon
BS, HEC
Lawhorn, Maxine
BS, Soc./Soc. Work
Ledtord, Michael
BS, Math
Lee, Michael
BS, Ec.
LeMaster, Joanne
BSEd, Elem.
Lester, Darrell
BSEd, Bus.
Lewis, David
BS, Ind. Tech.
Lewis, Patricia
BSEd, Elem.
Lewis, Tommy
BS, Pol. Sci.
Lewis, William
BS, Rec.
Liftman, Daniel
AB, Speech
Lively, John
BBA, Acc.
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Lumpkin, Joan
BS, Crim. Just.
Lord, Connie
BSEd, Math
Lyerly, Ernest
BSEd, Bio.
Lynn, Wayne
BS, Ind. Mgt.
Mann, Marcia
BSEd, Math
Martin, William
BSEd, Ind. Arts
Mathews, Diane
BS, HEC
Mathews, John
BSEd, HPE
Mathis, Isom
BSEd, Soc. Sci.
Mauldin, Pamela
BSEd, HEC
McClelland, Lois
AB, Germ.
McDaniel, Claudia
BSEd, Bus.
McDaniel, William
AB, Psy.
McDougald, Doris
BS, HEC
McDowell, Cheryl
BSEd, HEC
Mclntyre, John
BS, Math
McJunkin, Jeanie
BSEd, Soc. Sci.
McKenzie, Rhunette
BSEd, Elem.
McMillan, Andrew
BS, Rec.
Meeks, Marvin
BBA, Gen. Bus.
-Yfc"
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Mills, Lynn
BSEd, Soc Sci
Mills, Sue
BSEd, Elem
Mitchell, Cecile
BSEd, EMR
Mitskevich, Edward
BSEd, Ind. Arts
Mobley, Margaret
BSEd, Elem.
Moore, Jimmy
BSEd, HPE
Moore, Michael
BSEd, Math
Morgan, Joseph
AB, Hist.
Morris, Deborah
AB, Psy.
Morton, Wanda
BS, HEC
Moses, Warren
BSEd, HPE
Mouchet, Rhett
BSEd, Elem.
Nabers, Susan
BS, Math
Newsome, Jerry
BA, Hist.
Noel, Rodney
BS, Rec.
Norris, Valorie
BS, Of. Adm.
O'Hearn, Sondra
BSEd, HEC
O'Neal, Denise
AB, Hist.
Owens, Ronald
BS, Ec.
Parham, Janet
BSEd, PE
Parrish, Cheryl
BSEd, HEC
Pate, Andrea
BSEd, HPE
Peacock, Linda
BS, Rec.
Peterson, Bonnie
BSEd, Soc. Sci.
Phillips, Bruce
BSEd, Art
Phillips, Suan
AB, Hist.
Pitts, Dorothy
BS, PE
Polak, Helen
BSEd, Sci.
Powell, Jerry
BS, Physics
Primrn, Pat
BS, HEC
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Prince, Blake
BS, PSC
Proctor, Remer
BS, Math
Rabun, Elaine
BS, Ec.
Ramsey, Leslie
BS, HEC
Ramsey, William
BS, Crim. Just.
Ray, Gail
BSEd, Elem.
Reese, Jamie
BSEd, Bus.
Reviere, Paul
BS, Pol. Sci.
Richardson, Harvey
BS, Rec.
Riggs, Connie
BSEd, Elem.
Riley, Gloria
BSEd, Ex. Child.
Roberts, Jackie
BSEd, Elem.
Robinson, Larry
BS, Pol. Sci.
Rodgers, James
~ BBA, Acc.
Rountree, Irene
BS, Soc. Sci.
Royal, Dale
BSEd, Math
Sanda, Eleanor
BSEd, Elem.
Sanders, Mary
BSEd, Elem.
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Sangster, Jack
BBA, Fin.
Scheridan, Judy
BSEd, Elem.
Schenck, Kathy
BS, Crim. Just.
Scroggs, Carol
BS, HEC
Sellers, Louis
BSEd, PE
Sellers, William
BSEd, Ind. Arts
Sharber, Eddie
BSEd, Soc. Sci.
Shutord, Katherine
BS, Rec.
Simmons, Douglas
BSEd, Elem.
Skinner, Michael
BBA, Acc.
Slay, Barry
AB, Pol. Sci.
Smith, Dianne
BSEd, PE
Smith, Elizabeth
BSEd, Early Elem.
Snider, Barbara
BSEd, Elem.
Sorrier, Brooks
BBA, Acc.
South, Donna
BSEd, Elem.
Sparks, Ann
BBA, Gen. Bus.
Sparks, Michael
BS, PE
Stanford, Kay
BS, Rec.
Stephens, Kathryn
BSEd, Elem.
Stokes, D. Yvonne
BS, Ex. Child
Strickland, Charles
BM, Voice
Swindell, Kathy
BSEd, Math
Taylor, Harold
BS, Mgt.
Thomas, Nathan
BSEd, Math
Thomas, Peter
BS, Pol. Sci.
Tipton, Gerald
BS, Soc. Sci.
Tootle, Jennifer
BSEd, Elem.
Train, Comer
BS, Mgt.
Tucker, Barbara
BS, Chem.
Tuten, Marilyn
BSEd, Math
Tygart, Jim
Upchurch, Charles
BS, Crim. Just.
Vickers, Phyllis
BBA, Acc.
Wachniak, Lana
BS, Crim. Just.
Ward, James
BA, Bus. Adm.
Warnock, Ann
BSEd, Elem.
Warren, Joseph
AB, Soc.
Watts, Johnny
AB, Eng.
Weaver, Roser
BS, Rec.
Welch, Penny
BSEd, Eng.
West, Darrell
BS, Ind.
Wheeler, Dana
BSEd, EMR
Whiggum, Tricia
BSEd, Jr. High
Wiekstrom, Kaye
BSEd, Elem.
Williams, Carol
BSEd, Elem.
Williams, Patricia
BS, P. E. /Health
Williamson, Anne
BSEd, Elem.
Willoughby
,
Charlotte
BS, Psy.
Wells, Brent
BBA, Mark.
Wilson, Robert
BS, Ind. Mgt
Wise, Michael
BBA, Mgt.
Wilmesherr, Milton
BS, Crim. Just.
Worsham, Stephen
BS, Chem.
Wren, Krista
BS, Math
Wren, William
BS, Rec.
Youmans, Emmalene
BSEd, Math
Youmans, P. O.
BBA, Acc.
Young, Sara
AB, Psy.
Bazemore, Marjorie
Boswell, Johnny
Carr, Gail
Caswell, Sharon
Kader, Gary
Novotni, Sandra
Salter, Kay
Shugrue, Paul
Strickland, Jane
Threatte, Elaine
Wells, Annette
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ANEPILOGUE
Who's Who in American Uni-
versities and Colleges
Lester Allen
Elizabeth Beckemeyer
Cathy Bell
Barbara Bennett
Patrick Bradley
John P. Collins
Linda Crowder
Clyde Curry
Ted Dansby
The arrival of Honors Day was, for a sen-
ior, the first indication that graduation was
close at hand. The election of Dr. David
Ruffin as Professor of the Year was
announced at the ceremonies. Also recog-
nized were students exhibiting excellent
scholarship and those nominated for
Who 's Who in American Colleges and Uni-
versities.
Honors Day James DouglasCharles Drake
Julia Fleming
Lee Gillis
Bonnie Gregory
Mary Martin
William Sellers
Joseph Stubbs
Ronald Slade
Silvia Woods
Steven Worsham
LEFT: Dr. David Ruffin, Professor of Eng-
lish, during the announcement of his elec-
tion as Professor of the Year. FAR LEFT:
Charles Edward Drake, honored for supe-
rior scholarship during the years, 1969-
1973.
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Last Minute NecessitL
SHOW ID WHEN
SELLING BOOKS
i 1Hi 1
With the realization that spring quar-
ter was quickly drawing to an end,
frantic seniors began hurrying to
complete those last minute necessi-
ties. A trip to the Registrars Office
cleared one for graduation. Another
visit to the Placement Center began
the search for permanent employ-
ment. Then, loaded with long
hoarded but useless textbooks, stu-
dents hurried to the bookstore —
only to find that the books were no
longer used and, therefore, could not
be resold. "Oh well, one day they'll
look great on a bookshelf."
The quarter ended with last minute
projects, last minute crams, and then

Exams
The final crackdown . . . Seniors strug-
gled to make or maintain that 2.0 G.P.A.
The library was full until it closed at
twelve, and afterwards, lights burned all
night. Then came the pencil biting, head
scratching moments of truth — and the
ultimate jubilation. Nine hundred seven-
teen out of nine hundred twenty-five
prospectives would be a part of spring
graduation, 1973!


u» * *
Moving Out
After the ordeals of exams came another
drudgery — moving out. Four years of
accumulated junk for some reason refused
to fit into compact cars. So, it was auc-
tioned to willing underclassmen or thrown,
without sentimentality, into the nearest
trash chute.
However, more than one soon-to-be grad-
uate walked the empty halls and the lush
green, construction marred campus with a
lumpy throat and foggy eyes. Their years
at G.S.C. had been good years, secure
years— and what was to come?
On the day of graduation 917 former stu-
dents spent two and a half hours practic-
ing for the night to come. They were
bored, restless and irritable — but they
were also cool: The class of 1973 had the
unique distinction of being the first class to
graduate in an air conditioned gymnasium.
Yet, the graduates hardly appreciated the
luxury until they stood for an hour in the
old Manner Gym!
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Then They Left
For summers in Europe
. .
. new jobs . . .
new homes
. . . new lives. What had
Georgia Southern given to them? What
had they given to Georgia Southern?
Some gave much, and in turn gained
much; others gave nothing, and, thus,
gained very little. But all were in some
ways altered. All had learned — about
learning, about living, and about people.
Jr
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